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GJAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Since the early days of American education, the principal's
role and influence have grown along with his duties and responsibilities.

1he principal today is the key pe!soh in any school.

1he posi-

tion provides the principal with a unique vantage point which has a
broader perspective than a teacher and a more specific focus than the
superintendent or corranurii ty.

1he principal must engage in a munber of

different roles to meet the demands of these different reference
groups--teachers, superintendent, parents, etc.
princip~l

Yet no role of the

is more crucial to the successful functioning of the school

than that of "implementer of new programs." Sarason points out that
any proposal for change that intends to alter the quality of life in
the school depends primarily on the principal.I
1his role of the principal, implementer of new programs, gives
one the opportunity to fulfill the leadership responsibilities of the
position.

According to Lipham, "leadership is the initiation of a new

structure or procedure for accomplishing an organization's goals." 2
'Ihus the implementation of a new program or policy in the school would

1Seymour

B. Sarason, "'!he Principal and '!he Power to Change,"
'!he National Elementary Principal 53 (July 1974): 53.
2 Charles

F. Faber and Gilbert F. Shearron, Elementary School
Administration 1heo7, and Practice (New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, Inc., 1970 , p. 307.
1

2

provide an ideal context to examine the leadership style of the
principal.
During the late 1970's, concern about declining student achievement grew throughout many of the school districts across the colllltry.
Scores on standardized tests dropped steadily, causing many people to
demand that schools establish certain mininn.nn standards of achievement
and hold students accolllltable for reaching these standards. 3 Thus
many school districts and even state legislatures initiated the adoption of mininrum competency testing programs to insure that students
achieve at least at a minimum level before graduation or promotion to
the next grade.

The adoption of these minimum competency testing pro-

grams. provides an ideal forum to examine the leadership role of the
principal and detennine exactly what activities were engaged in to
facilitate the implementation of the new district program.
Purpose
It is the purpose of this research to determine how the principal
behaves when leading in a given situation, specifically, during the
implementation of a new district program.
Much of the current research concerning leadership emphasizes
that one's leadership style is related to the situational factors of
the environment in which the leader fllllctions.

A

typical study is

that of Morphet who notes that one's leadership style is determined

3 Shirley

Boes Neill, The Competencr Movement: Problems and
Solutions (Sacramento: .American Association of School Adiriinistrators,
1978), p. 17.

3

more by the expectations of the membership and requirements of the
situation than by the personal traits of the leader. 4

Recognizing the

importance of the situation in which the principal will exhibit his
leadership style, this research examined the adoption of a new program
throughout a number of districts across the country.

In this case,

the implementation of minimum competency testing programs provided a
rare situation in which to examine the principal's leadership activities.
One study which had a major impact on leadership research came
out of Ohio State University in the early 1950's.

Halpin and Winer,

the initiators of the research, developed two important dimensions of
leadership style, consideration and initiating structure.

Many

researChers elaborated on these Ohio State Leadership Studies, one of
these being Fleishman who used the same two dimensions in the development of the Leadership Opinion Questionnaire (LOQ), used in this
research.

1hese dimensions are:

Consideration--Reflects the extent to which an individual is
likely to have job relationships with subordinates characterized
by mutual trust, respect for their ideas, consideration of their
feelings, and a certain warmth between the individual and them.
A high score is indicative of a climate of good rapport andtwoway communication. A low score indicates the individual is likely
to be more impersonal in relationships with group members.
Structure--Reflects the extent to which an individual is likely
to define and structure his or her own role and those of subordinates toward goal attainment. A high score on this dimension

4 Edgar

L. Morphet, Roe L. Johns, and Theodore L. Reller, Educational Or anization and Administration Conce ts, Practices,

4

characterized individuals who play a very active role in directing
group activities through planning, conununicating information,
scheduling, criticizing, trying out new ideas, and so forth. A
low score characterizes individuals who are likely to be relatively
inactive in giving direction in these ways. 5
'Ihe principal's leadership style, as detennined by the LOQ, will
be related to the activities which the principal engaged in during the
implementation of the district's minimum competency testing program.
'Ihe Principal Activity Questionnaire (PAQ), adapted by this writer
from Shartle and Stogdill's Work Analysis Forms, will determine
whether the principal engaged in people-related activities (things
done with another person) or individual activities (things done by
self).
'Ihus it is the purpose of this research to determine if there
is a relationship between the dimensions of the principal's leadership
style and the kind of activities engaged in during the implementation
of the district's minimum competency testing program.

Specifically,

the following hypotheses will be tested:
H1 '!here is a significant relationship between a highly considerate/highly structured principal and the amount of people
related and individual activities engaged in during the
implementation of a new district program.

Hz '!here is a relationship between a highly considerate/highly
structured principal and the kind of activities engaged in
during'the implementation of a new district program.

5Edwin

A. Fleishman, Manual for Leadership
(Chicago: Science Research sociates, Inc., 19 9

estionnaire,

s
H 1here is a significant relationship between a highly
3
considerate/lowly structured principal and the amount of
people related and individual activities engaged in during
the implementation of a new district. program.
H4 1here is a relationship between a highly considerate/lowly
structured principal and the kind of activities engaged in
during the implementation of

~

new district program.

H5 1here is a significant relationship between a lowly considerate/highly structured principal and the amount of people
related and individual activities engaged in during the
implementation of a new district program.
H6 1here is ·a relationship between a lowly considerate/highly
structured principal and the kind of activities engaged in
during the implementation of a new district program.
H7 1here is a significant relationship between a lowly considerate/lowly stnictured principal and the amount of people
related and individual activities engaged in during the
implementation of a new district program.
Hg 1here is a relationship between a lowly considerate/lowly
structured principal and the kind of activities engaged in
during the implementation of a new district program.
Hg 1here is a relationship between the activities a principal
is actually engaged in during the implementation of a new
district program and the activities a principal sees as
being the most important during the implementation of this
program.

6

Significance
Since the principal is the chief administrator of a school, the
leadership activities engaged in by this person have a direct bearing
on the way the school runs.

Knowledge of any principal's leadership

style helps to understand and predict the principal's behavior.

Yet,

very often this infonnation concerning leadership is highly theoretical
and of little value when related to the ·day-to-day activities of the
principal.

Tiris research attempted to relate this theoretical body

of knowledge about leadership style to the practical body of knowledge about a principal's specific activities.

'Ibus, the significance

of this research is that it serves to bridge the gap between the
theoretical and the actual.

It expected to answer the question,

what does a leader do when he is leading? Useful knowledge such as
this research will help to provide greater insight into what makes for
a successful leader.
Procedure
Written request was made to all State Superintendents of Education throughout the country asking them to recorrunend school districts
that have implemented minimum competency testing programs.

Forty-one

superintendents responded, with one hundred districts being recorrunended.
Copies of a questionnaire were then sent to these superintendents
asking for a brief description of their competency program.

'Ibe

following infonnation was received:
1.

Size of the district (number of principals, teachers, students, and grade levels).

7

2) Initiator of the minimum competency testing program (state
office, local district, other).
3) Program information (date of adoption, grade levels assessed,
skill or subject areas assessed, and the group responsible
for establishing the standards).
4) Use of the minimum standards (to determine promotion or
graduation, to diagnose remedial students, or to measure
student progress).
This last item was crucial, since for purposes of this research
the minimum competency standards nrust have been used to determine a
student's graduation (either elementary school or high school) or
promotion from one grade to the next.

The district nrust have answered

"yesw to either question to be eligible for participation in this
study.

The last question asked whether the district would be willing

to provide further information, thus signify:lng their willingness to
participate.

Positive responses were received from sixty school dis-

tricts with forty-three meeting the required definition.
Letters were sent in March 1980 to the superintendents of these
forty-three districts asking if they would distribute the two questionnaires

(L~

and PAQ) and a cover letter of introduction to their

principals or forward the names and addresses to this writer for
individual mailings.

Twenty-three school districts responded resulting

in a sample of 108 principals.

Following a.re the participating

districts with the number of participating principals from each:
Fulton County School System
Atlanta, Georgia
17 principals

8

Peoria Public School Dist. No. 150
Peoria, Illinois
15 principals
Gary Conmrunity School Corporation
Gary, Indiana
10 principals
Indian River School District
Vero Beach, Florida
8 principals
Westside CoIIUn. School Dist. No. 66
Omaha, Nebraska
7 principals
Roosevelt School District No. 66
Phoenix, Arizona
5 principals
Berea City School District
Berea, Ohio
5 principals
School District No. 10
Covington, Georgia

5 principals

Lincoln Collllty School District
Panaca, Nevada
_ 4 principals
.Anderson Collllty School District
Clinton, Tennessee
4 principals
School District No. 3
Pikeville, Termessee

3 principals

Glendale Union High School District
Glendale, Arizona
3 principals
Austin Independent School District
Austin, Texas
3 principals
Lawton Conmrunity School District
Lawton, Michigan
3 principals
Henry Collllty School District
McDonough, Georgia
3 principals
Pershing Collllty School District
Lovelock, Nevada
2 principals
Humboldt Collllty School District
Winnemucca, Nevada
2 principals
Douglas ColIDty School District
Gardnerville, Nevada
2 principals

9

Sarasota County School District
Sarasota, Florida
2 principals
Carson City School District
Carson City, Nevada
.2 principals
Millwood I-37 School District
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 1 principal
Orange Collllty School District
Orange, Virginia
1 principal
Benton County School District
Camden, Tennessee
1 principal
The L0Q is a self-administered instn.unent designed to measure
two :important dimensions of leadership--Consideration and Structure,
defined earlier in this chapter.

These two dimensions are independent

of each other, meaning a leader may be high on both, low on both, or
high on one and low on the other.

The instn.unent is the

produ~t

of

more than eighteen years of research and use in a variety of industrial
and other organizational settings. 6

Individuals Jill,lSt respond in terms

0£ how frequently they feel they should engage in the behavior

described in each item.

Alternative answers are scored 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4.

Internal consistency reliabilities of .74 for the Consideration dimension and .80 for the Structure dimension were obtained by the author
using the split-half method.

These, together with test-retest reliabi-

lities of .79 for Consideration and .71 for Structure provide an
appropriately reliable instn.unent. 7 Correlations between Consideration
and Structure scores for various samples were also made by the author

6 Ibid.

7 Ibid.
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and these demonstrated no evidence of "halo" or "social desirability"
tendencies.

The LOQ was developed to maximize constnict validity.

Fleishman noted that the two dimensions measured by the questionnaire
were developed by factor-analysis procedures, and an item analysis was
carried out to provide homogeneous measures of Consideration and
Stnicture. 8 The LOQ was reviewed by Gibb who noted, "that despite
difficulties and as yet incomplete infoimation, the LOQ is a well-made
instrument. 119 Kircher, in reviewing the I..CQ, feels overall it is not
a bad instnunent.

It has been developed through careful research and

careful statistical techniques, and appears to be reliable.

It pre-

sents good evidence of validity, presents reasonably good norms, and
seems well suited for research activities.lo
·Jhe PAQ is an instrument .adopted from the Work .Analysis Forms by
Shartle and Stogdill out of Ohio State University.

The Work Analysis

Fonns listed the same activities as the PAQ, but they were separated
into two groups; time spent in contact with persons and time spent in
individual effort.

Individuals were asked to put the percentage of

time spent ·in the activity described.
All the activities were grouped together and each principal was
asked to select the five activities which were felt to be the "most
important" and the five which were felt to be those "actually engaged

8 Ibid.,

vols.

90scar K. Buros, 1he Seventh Mental Measurements Yearbook, 2
(Highland Park, N.J.: The Gryphon Press, 1972), p. 1531.
10 oscar

vols.

p. · 2

K. Bures, The Sixth Mental Measurements Yearbook, 2
(Highland Park, N.J.: The Gryphon Press, 1965), p. 1191.

11

in"·regarding the implementation of the district's minimum competency
test~g

program.

Scoring of the PAQ consisted of detennining whether

the activities were "person-oriented" (P) or "individual-oriented" (I).
The activities listed on the Work Analysis Forms were selected by the
authors because they seemed to be events that take place in all types
of executive action.11
Upon receipt of the LOQ's and the ·PAQ's from all principals, the
:i:,nstruments were scored and grouped into one of four quadrants.

The

quadrants were determined by the computation of the median and mean
of the Consideration and Structure dimensions.
I

Consideration scores above the median of 56.5 and the mean
of 56.6.
Structure scores above the median of 4 7. 9 and the mean of
47.4

II

Consideration scores above the median of 56.5 and the mean
of 56.6
Structure scores below the median of 4 7. 9 and the mean of
47.4.

III

Consideration scores below the median of 56.5 and the mean
of 56.6
Structure scores above the median of 4 7. 9 and the mean of
47.4

IV

Consideration scores below the median of 56.5 and the mean
of 56. 6 .
. Structure scores below the median of 47.9 and the mean of
47.4.

A further analysis of the principals' questionnaires was made by
creating two groups.
Group A consisted of all principals having a discrepancy between
their leadership style as described by the LOQ and the activities

11 Ralph

M. Stogdill and Carroll L. Shartle, Work Analysis Fonns
Manual, (Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State University, 1957), p. 1.
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they "actually engaged in" as described by the PAQ. Group B
consisted of all principals having a discrepancy between the
activities listed as being the "most important" and those listed
as "actually engaged in."
Brief questio!lllaires were then sent to these two groups:

Group A

consisting of thirty-four principals and Group B consisting of thirtyone principals.

Sixteen responses were received from each group.

Phone interviews were then conducted
the two groups.

wi~h

six principals in each of

These interviews were informal and attempted to arrive

at the reason for the discrepancies.
Limitations
AP.y study concerning the topic of leadership style has a number .
of built-in limitations.
concept.

One is the difficulty in defining such a

Many researchers find it hard to distinguish the leadership

aspects from the administrative aspects.

Lipham, for example, views

the tenn "leader" as being restricted to the role of change agent while
the term "administrator" is limited to the role of maintaining the
o.rganization. 12 Thus this writer encountered the same problem and
attempts were made to keep the scope of leadership very narrow.

This

limitation nrust be kept in mind especially when considering the review
of the related literature and research, since a number of "semi-related"
studies may have been omitted.
Another limitation to consider is the oversimplification of one's
leadership style.

Such terms as "consideration" and "structure" mean

different things to different people in different situations.

1 2Morphet,

The

Educational Organization and Administration, p. 127.

13

behavior of real people is nruch more complex since one's real behavior
does not fit into such neat categories as those used in this research.
Tiris research makes no attempt to evaluate one's leadership style
since the concern is to describe and not determine good or bad.
There are many factors which influence one's leadership style
which were not investigated in this research, such as the characteristics of the superintendent and teachers ·and their relationships with
the principal.

The perceptions of these groups are very important to

the successful implementation of any riew program, but their input was

sacrificed due to the geographic size of the sample population.

Thus

one of the most severe limitations of this study is that it is based
completely on the principal's perception of his own role.

Most

research is in agreement.with Halpin concerning this problem as he
noted, "Self-descriptive data are of dubious worth and a researcher
must discount everything evaluative a leader says about himself. 111 3
Yet Gorton and Mcintyre found that "significant others"--student,
teacher, parent, central office administrators--were not very knowledgeable about how the principals spend their time.1 4
Another factor which limited this study was the development of
the Principal Activity Questionnaire (PAQ) from Shartle and Stogdill's
Work Analysis Forms.

The descriptions of the principals' activities

13Andrew W: Halpin, "The Superintendent's Effectiveness as a
Leader," Administrator's Notebook 7 (October 1978); 3.
14 Ri.chard A. Gorton and Kenneth E. Mcintyre, The Senior High
School Principalship Volwne II: The Effective Principal, (Reston,
Va.: National Association of Secondary School Principals, 1979),
p. 31.

14

were very broad and not unique to the implementation of a minimum
competency testing program.

'Ibese descriptions were left exactly as

written in the.Work Analysis Forms to avoid using terms which might
be relevant to only one or·two of the administrative arrangements in
the sample.
Finally this research was limited concerning the interviews with
the principals.

'Ibese interviews were done by phone which severely

limited the opportunity for thoughtful connnents and in-depth discussions.

Very often the principal being called was caught during a busy

time or this researcher was called during a busy time.

'Ibis factor

along with the impersonalness of the telephone itself might tend to
limit the value of these conversations.
·Tiie following chapter contains a review of related literature
and research with an emphasis on the general and specific concepts of
leadership style, the Ohio State Leadership Studies, and the activities
of the principal.

'Ibe remaining chapters deal with a presentation of

the data collected, an analysis of the data collected, and a concluding
chapter sunnnarizing these findings.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE AND RESEARG:I
The primary focus of this study was an examination of the relationship between the leadership style of a principal and the activities
engaged in when the district adopted a new instructional program.

The

adoption of a new program, in this case mininrum competency testing,
merely provided a context of similar opportunities for the sample
principals to utilize their leadership capabilities.

Since the pre-

sence of a minimum competency testing program was incidental to this
study, the topic was not examined in this review.

The topics researched

were: . _general concepts of leadership style, specific leadership styles,
general functions of the principal and the specific activities of the
pri,ncipal.
Also, due to the fact that the Ohio State Leadership Studies
produced the Leadership Opinion Questionnaire, used in this study,
special emphasis was given to review literature derived from these
studies.

Other studies using the Leader Behavior Description Question-

naire and the Leadership Opinion Questionnaire were also examined.
General Concepts of Leadership Style
Leadership is a conc.ept relevant to any group or institution,
not just the field of education.

There are enough similarities in the

roles of leaders to allow a multidisciplinary analysis of the research.
'Ibis is the reason that much of the literature on leadership, though
15

16

it comes from the world of business, is still applicable to education.
Thus many definitions are broad enough to be useful regardless
of where the leader may function.

Morphet viewed leadership as, "the

:influencing of the actions, behaviors, ._beliefs, and feelings of one
actor in a social system by another actor with the willing cooperation
of the actor being influenced. 11 1 Jacobson noted that leadership,
"appears to be a working relationship among members of a group in which
the leader acquires status through active participation and demonstration of his capacity for carrying cooperative tasks through completion." 2
These definitions are representative of the many throughout the
literature on leadership.

'111ey can be surronarized by the one offered

by Wayson, "leadership is the process by which a member helps a group
to solve one or more of the problems that every group nrust solve. 11 3
Wayson went on to list some of the problems which all groups nrust
continually solve to be productive; "keep the group·together, preserve
the basic values of the organization, produce whatever the rest of
society expects them to produce, secure the needed resources, review
the people's goals by meeting as many as possible, and adapt to meet

1

Edgar L. Morphet, Roe L. Johns, and Theodore L. Reller, Educational Or anization and Administration Concepts, Practices and
Issues, 3rd ed., Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1974),
p. 128.
2Paul B. Jacobson, James D. Logsdon, and Robert R. Wiegman,
The Principalship: New Perspectives (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: PrenticeHall, Inc., 1973), p. 134.
3William Wayson, "Misconceptions About Leadership," National
Elementary Principal 55 (November, 1975): 13.
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the world's changing conditions." 4 Thus leadership involves the
influencing of other people who willingly work toward some goal.
Early research into what factors made leaders different from
others centered around the examination of the lives of acknowledged
leaders.

Such men as Abraham Lincoln and Thomas Jefferson provided

examples to analyze and emulate.
man" approach.

This theory was known as the "great

One step beyond this "great man" theory was the

"trait" approach, whereby certain traits or qualities were identified
in leaders proven to be effective.

These desirable qualities made a

leader sound like a model boy scout, that is, a leader is someone who
is courageous, trustworthy, creative, etc.s

These traits were identi-

fied through personality tests and inventories and supported the
theory that leaders are born and not made, either one is a leader or
he is not.

This approach eventually proved to be very limiting, and

empirical findings did not support the hypothesis that leaders possess
certain common characteristics.6

Yet this body of research proved to

be an important step in the growth of knowledge concerning leadership.
One of the more valuable research findings in the "trait" area
was by Stogdill.

He found that the average person who occupies a

position of leadership exceeds the average member of his group "to

4Ibid.
5James M.. Lipham and James A. Hoeh, Jr., The Principalship:
Foundations and Flmctions (New York: Harper &Row, Publ., 1974),
p. 177.
6Gerald Firth, "TI1eories of Leadership: Where Do We Stand?,"
Educational Leadership 33 (February 1976): 327-31.

18

some degree" in the following:

sociability, initiative, persistence,

·I<n.owing how to get things done, self-confidence, alertness and insight
into situations, cooperativeness, popularity, adaptability and verbal
facility.

7

Also, the average person who occupies a position of leader-

ship "clearly" exceeds the average members of his group in the following respects; intelligence, scholarship, dependability in exercising
responsibilities, activity and social participation, and socioeconomic
status.

Stogdill noted that these qualities, characteristics, and

skills required in a leader are determined to a large extent by the
demands of the situation in which one is to function as a leader.a
Thus Stogdill realized the importance in considering the environment
in which the leader operates.
· Th.is situational approach maintained that leadership is determined more by the requirements of social systems than by the psychological characteristics of individuals.9 Bernthal found that leadership style adapts to the situation where both people and materials
blend productively in an organization with a common goal.

10

Bernthal's

research was similar to the findings of Blanchard and Hersey who noted
that leadership style IIIl.lSt be adaptive to the variety of situations

7Ralph

M. Stogdill and Alvin E. Coons, Leader Behavior: Its Description and Measurement (Columbus: Ohio State University, 1973), p. 140.
8 Ibid.

9filchard W. Saxe, Educational Administration Today: An Introduction (Berkeley: ~1cCutchan Publ. Corp., 1980), p. 144.
10 wilmar

F. Bernthal, "Organizational Leadership: Some Conceptual
Models." Paper presented at Mountain Plans Institute for New Presidents
of Cornrmmity Colleges, Scottsdale, Arizona, May 1969.
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that occur daily in schools.

The multiplicity of role demands on

educational leaders prevents adoption of an all-purpose style.11
Huckaby related that situational leadership models provide knowledge
:in the form of conceptual tools that assist leaders in understanding
the relationship between certain situational demands and leadership
effectiveness.12

In one situation the leader might draw on Hersey's

theories of the followers' maturity levels and recognize the need for
a low task style.

In a different situation he might rely on Fiedler's

theories of position power and see the appropriateness of a high-task
style.13 The key to being an effective leader would thus be the
skill in accurately reading situations.

Perhaps Machiavelli was the

first to sense the importance of the situation when in 1512 he noted,
"the'prince must have the wisdom to recognize subtle changes and adapt
to them, he must be a situationalist."14
)

Finally, the behavioral theory seems to be the most common in
the recent research.

This theory recognizes that both individual and

situational factors determine effective leadership.

Dunifon found

that effective leadership is a product of the interdependence between
· leader behavior and a number of circumstantial or situational variables.

llKenneth H. Blanchard and Paul Hersey, "A Leadership Theory for
Educational Administration," Education 90 (April 1970): 303-310.
12William O. Huckaby, "Integrating Style and Purpose in Leadership," Educational Leadership 37 (May 1980) : 615.
13 Ibid.

1'-+Gerald P. Bums, "The Principles of Leadership" (Dissertation,
Our Lady of the Lake University of San Antonio, 1978), p. 2.
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These variables include:

the social, economic, and political context

(external to organization) in which the organization exists; the real
nature, goals, and objectives of the organization; the history of the
organization; the needs of the individuals populating the organization;
the needs of the leader; the nature of the irrnnediate task at hand; and
the non-negotiable factors in a given situation.ls Lipham views the
behavioral theory as recognizing psychological, sociological, individual, and situational variables.16
It is clear that the study of leadership is a very complex and
nrulti-faceted problem.
leadership research.

Th.is has been shown through the development of
What began as an investigation into certain

traits or qualities of one person, the leader, has resulted in a need
to study the roles and relationships of both the leader and follower.
In order to get an accurate picture of this concept called leadership,
one nrust consider the leader, the followers, their past experiences,
and any other situational factors that might have an effect on the
achievement of the group's goals.

Halpin realized this when he

described leadership as, "a complex social phenomenon that cannot be
treated meaningfully apart from related situational factors."17
There have been a number of valuable concepts that resulted from

15William S. Dunifon, "The Dimensions of Educational Leadership
Amid the Unfamiliar," Paper presented at the Canadian School Trustees'
Association Congress on Education, Toronto, June 1978, p. 5.
16Lipham and Hoeh, The Principalship, p. 180.
17Andrew W. Halpin, The Leadership Behavior of School Superintendents (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1956), p. 3.
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the research studies done on leadership throughout the past years.
One is Lippitt's ten elements of effective leadership:
(1) rrrust attend to relevant needs of the organization; (2) rrrust
set clear and reasonable objectives by which progress can be
measured; (3) rrrust possess effective comrrrunication skills, ability
to listen, write and speak well; (4) im.lst be able to create his/
her uniqueness; (5) must recognize that there is no right way,
leadership is a perfonning art; (6) must meet professional stan~
dards; (7) rrrust be future oriented; (8) rrrust possess a viable value
system, these fonn the philosophy qf the group; (9) must possess
skills and competencies in human resource development; and (10)
rrrust get results and take action. 18

.Another contribution to the body of leadership literature is
from Myers.

He listed a number of conclusions:

Leadership is the production of interaction, not status or position; leadership cannot be structured in advance; a leader in one
situation will not automatically be a leader in another situation;
leadership does not result from a status position, but rather how
~ person behaves in the organization; whether a person is. a leader
in a group depends upon the group's perception of him; the way a
leader perceives his role determines his actions; most groups have
more than one person occupying the leadership role; leadership
fosters positive sentiments toward the group activity and persons
in the group; and program development that involves only persons
of a single position (such as principals, supervisors or teachers)
is not as comprehensive or lasting as that which involves people
of various positions in the organization.19
Some researchers have expressed their findings by using a different approach.
leadership:

Jacobson relates his connnon misconceptions about

that a status position, such as the principalship, auto-

matically insures leadership; that leadership in one situation guarantees
it in a different situation; that leadership is an inherited trait; and

18Gordon Lippitt, quoted in Charlene Rothkopf, News Exchange
Arlington, Va.: 1980), p. 3.
19 Robert B. Myers, "A Synthesis of Research in Leadership"
(Unpublished paper presented to A.S.C.D., March 1957), pp. 4-9.
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that administration ·and leadership are synonymous.20 Wayson talces the
same approach by listing his misconceptions:

leadership comes with

positions; leadership should be exercised exclusively by persons in
titled positions; no one can perfonn a leadership act llllless it is
expressly pennitted by a higher authority; leaders never get opposition
and never have to answer any questions about what they are doing;
leadership always has to be democratic;· and that a democratic leader
never leads.21 Knowledge of these misconceptions by today's leaders
can be very important because the times require them to do things they .
never had to do before.

Today's leaders must make discriminating judg-

ments and respond diplomatically under conditions where the demands of
one group seem opposed to the best interests of another.22

· An interesting and useful concept of leadership is the exploration of what factors might prevent its presence.
of constaints on one's leadership.

There can be a number

Potential constraints might be a

more inclusive tenn since what is a serious constraint to one
administrator may be viewed only as a minor inconvenience to another.
Gorton has noted a number of the potential problems:

the press of

other responsibilities that they have no time to lead; limited expectations of others--followers must be willing to follow; the nature of
the situation--some have no opportunity for leadership; the extent of
resources--inadequate finances of facilities; and the personal qualities

20Jacobson, Logsdon, and Wiegman, The Principalship, p. 132.
21wayson, "Misconceptions About Leadership," pp. 15-17.
22Jbid., p. 14.
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of the administrator--one's personality, physical abilities, etc.23
SaJCe mentioned a few others such as:

the school system's policies,

external pressure groups, and government agencies.24 Yet overcoming
these handicaps is part of effective leadership since one who really
wants to exercise leadership will find a way.
Leadership is not an easy role for a school administrator to ·
assume.

Before a person accepts the responsibilities and the rewards,

he should be aware of the skills needed to perform leadership functions.

Williams expressed these principles:

you have to be knowledge-

able in the technical aspects, you have to understand and know the
individual differences of the people you lead, you must demonstrate
enthusiasm, you must have vision and foresight of the future, you must
be accountable, and you must know the bounds of responsibility and the
framework within which you must operate.25 Gorton also offered a
number of certain basic characteristics desirable of a leader:

to

perceive the existence of a problem--one must be accessible and seek
feedback; to possess vision as an educator; to possess certain needs-effective leaders must possess strong needs to develop good interpersonal relations; to engage in difficult problem solving situations and
to be achievement-oriented; to be a risk-taker, a disrupter of the
status quo; and the ability to work well with people--one must be

2 3Dick Gorton, "Administrative Leadership," The Clearing House
53 (September 1979): SO.
24saxe, Educational Administration Today, p. 197.
25Russell G. Williams, "Examining Leadership Style," The
Personnel Administrator 21 (January 1976): 33-34.
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sensitive, involve others, accept criticism and most of all be
honest. 26
Regardless of whether one examines the constraints, the concepts,
or the misconceptions of leadership; the many factors and variables
affecting the outcome should be appreciated.

Thus a potential leader

should always be aware of the goals he is trying to achieve.

As

related by Burns, the leader should clarify his own personal goals,
determine whom he is seeking to lead, where he is seeking to lead them,
and determine how to overcome the obstacles he may encounter along
the way. 27
Al.though there is an abundance of information and research in
the area of leadership, it becomes more valuable to narrow the perspective·and examine specific leadership styles.
Specific Leadership Styles
Remembering that the role of the leader is to help the group
achieve its goals, it becomes very worthwhile to examine the manner in
which the leader does this.

Each person in a leadership position must

rely on a unique set of values and experiences that determine the
leadership style to be used.
Faber defined leadership style as, "the characteristic manner

26
27

Gorton, "Administrative Leadership," p. 51.
..

James MacGregor Burns, "Two Excerpts from Leadership,"
Educational Leadership 36 (March 1979): 382.
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of acting exhibited by a leader. 11 28 Although each person has a llllique
style to utilize in each individual situation, there are enough
similarities and common philosophies to make meaningful generalizations
possible.

Stogdill noted that leadership patterns of behavior as well

as non-leadership patterns of behavior are persistent and relatively
stable. 29

Thus he realized the benefits of not concentrating on traits

alone, nor situations alone, but on leadership behavior and, in essence,
one's leadership style.
When considering the aspect of leadership style one must consider
the values and needs of the leader and also of the group members.
Maslow stated that these needs, although related to one another, must
usually be satisfied in an order ranging from a lower level to a
higher level.

Lower level needs are concerned with the physiological

aspects and with safety and cannot be permanently satisifed.

Higher

level needs are concerned with psychological aspects such as status,
belonging, and self-fulfillment--and can rarely be satisfied.

Satisfied

needs are not effective motivators; when one need is satisfied another
takes over,30 Satisfied needs ranked as follows:

physiological--food,

shelter, clothing, sex, and sleep; safety--freedom from physical danger
and fear; social--belonging, friendship, and affection; esteem--

28Charles F. Faber and Gilbert F. Shearron, Elementary School
Administration: TI1eory and Practice (New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, Inc., '1970), p. 312.
29Ralph M. Stogdill, "Personal Factors Associated with Leadership: A Survey of the Leadership." Journal of Psychology 25 (January
1948): 65.
30 Abraham Maslow, Motivation and Personality_ (New York: Harper
and Row, 1954), p. 39.
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recognition, self-respect, status and power; and self-actualization-creativity, self-expression, and cornpetence. 3 1
Knowledge of the above concepts can be relevant when considering
the motives and thus the qualifications of prospective leaders.

Maslow

felt that the pushy person who stniggles for leadership is one whose
suitability· should be questioned, because the position is likely to be
used for selfish reasons.

Such a person is a D-leader (defined by

Maslow as concerned with personal gratification alone) who wants power
over people and is not particularly interested in getting the job done
efficiently or effectively.

The B-leader (defined by Maslow· as con:..

cerned with being in its most fully hlllllan sense) is one who does what
needs to be done.

He does not need power over others in order to

enhance his self-concept since his basic needs are·satisfied. 32 Thus
the B-leader is one who demonstrates good leadership while the D-leader
demonstrates leadership by coercion.
Another important contribution to the area of research concerning
''needs" was by Herzberg, who challenged the assllll1ption that there is a
continulllll in regard to job satisfaction, with satisfaction on one end
and dissatisfaction at the other end.

Herzberg found that the

minantly intrinsic aspects of the job made workers happy.

predo~

These factors

tenned ''motivators'' were : achievement, challenging work, increased

31 Valerie

M. Bockman, "The Principal as Manager of Change," paper
presented at the Colorado Education Association Administrators' Conference, Grand Junction, Co., 15 January 1971, p. 21.
32Abraham

·H. Maslow, Eupsychian Management (Illinois: Richard D.
Irwin, Inc., and the Dorsey Press, 1965), p. 1.
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responsibility, growth, development, and recognition for accomplishment.

If these factors were present, they increased job satisfaction

beyond a neutral point; but if not, they led only to minimal dissatisfaction.

'ihus they were satisfiers, not dissatisfiers.

'Ib.e things

that, if absent, made workers unhappy or dissatisfied, were termed
"hygiene factors" and were predominantly extrinsic.

'Ib.ey were:

interpersonal relations, money, status, security, policies, administration, supervision, and working conditions. 33 Herzberg's theory is
compatible with 'Ma.slaw's since the hygiene factors dealt with lowerorder needs and the motivators dealt with higher-order needs.

In two

studies based on Herzberg's theory, Sergiovanni fol.Uld three significant
satisfiers (achievement, recognition, and responsibility) ahd five
dissatisfiers (interpersonal relations with subordinates, interpersonal
relations with peers, supervision, school administration, and personal
life) among teachers; while Schmidt folllld school administrators were
highly motivated by achievement, recognition and advancement and were
dissatisfied by salary, interpersonal relations, school policies, and
supervision of teachers. 34

Recognition and l.Ulderstanding of what moti-

vates people and what doesn't is very important to the study of leadership and the leader's style.
Early research identified three distinct styles of leadership:
autocratic, democratic, and laissez-faire.

Autocratic leaders were

33Frederick Herzberg, Work and the Nature of Man (New York: World,
1966)' p. 2.
34 Gene L. Schmidt, "Job Satisfaction Among Secondary School
Administrators," Educational Administration quarterly 12 (Spring 1976):
68.
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identified by Lippitt and White as being very leader-oriented with
little or no group input in the decision making process.

These auto-

cratic leaders were folllld to be the highest in quantity of production,
but production decreased when the leader was absent.

Democratic

leaders provided opporttmities for group members to share in decisions.
These democratic leaders were folllld to be the highest in quality of
production and in group morale and continued to perfonn in the leader's
absence.

Laissez-faire leaders gave all responsibility to the group.

These laissez-faire leaders ftmctioned better and increased productivity
when the leader was absent.35

Thus the democratic type was considered

the most effective leadership style. 36 This style does not mean that
the leader is always·right, nor does it mean that a state of confusion
prevails.

Democratic leadership provides a vehicle through which a

. group decision can be executed along with obligating each group member
in that decision.

Hambrick fotmd that the primary quality of a demo-

cratic leader was being sensitive to the opinions of others. 37
One of the best known theories conceining leadership style is
that of McGregor, a former professor of business management.

He

identified two opposing viewpoints of human behavior, Theory X and

35 Ronald Lippitt and Ralph K. White, "Patteins of Aggressive
Behavior in Experimentally Created Social Climates," The Jouinal of
Social Psychology 10 (1939): 271-299 .
.36 James R.. Marks, Emery Stoops, and Joyce King-Stoops, Handbook
of Educational S ervision: A Guide for the Practitioner (Boston:
Allyn an Bacon, Inc., 1971 , p. 170.
37Bill M. Hambrick, "Commentary: Ten Beatitudes for Successful
Leadership," The National Elementary Principal 57 (Jlllle 1978): 60.
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Theory Y.

The assumptions comprising Theory X were that:

hturum beings

have an inherent dislike of work and will avoid it if they can; they

are inherently self-centered,

indifferent and must be coerced to meet

organizational objectives; they treasure security above all else; and
yearn for external direction.
that:

The assumptions comprising Theory Y were

hLUilan beings consider physical and mental effort in work as

natural as play; they strive to establish cooperative social relations
and do not enjoy being loners; they are basically self-directive and
want to help and contribute; they are naturally creative; and they
strive for excellence in everything they do.38 The decision of the
leader to view people through the pessimistic Theory X or the optimistic
'Iheory Y detennines how much opportunity for involvement is given to
the group.

The leader who perceives people through Theory X will

design a rigid organizational_structure with careful supervision, complete compliance, and the use of threats to motivate.the recalcitrants.
'!he leader who perceives people through Theory Y will design an open
organizational structure with reliance on self-control, freedom for the
individuals to act, and the use of recognition for achievement to motivate rather than fear of punishrnent.39 Sexton felt that there is no
categorically "correct" style in relation to McGregor's model.

Modern

leaders should know which style is better in which situation and should
38Douglas McGregor, The Human Side of Enterprise (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1960), p. 1.
39 Ibid.
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be able to draw from.both poles. 40 Musella related McGregor's theories
to the principal's degree of dogmatism (attention to policies and niles)
and folllld a positive relationship to the degree of X ness.

Musella

also folllld a positive relationship to the extent ill which subordinates
were involved in the decision making process and the principal's
degree of Y ness.41

Thus the leader's perception of people has a

definite relationship to one's style and amollllt of involvement allowed
subordinates.
Another popular theory of leadership effectiveness is the Contingency Theory developed by Fiedler.

The emphasis here is that a leader's

effectiveness is determined by how well one's leadership style fits the
needs of a specific situation.

Fiedler divided leaders into two types:

those·motivated by a desire for good interpersonal relations with subordinates (Human Relations Oriented) and those motivated by a concern
for accomplishing the task at hand (Task-Oriented).

He goes on tq

describe a situation in tenns of its "favorableness," which is determined by three factors:

the quality of leader/member relations in

the group, the mnollllt of stnicture imposed on tasks and assignments
within the organization, and the amollllt of formal power that goes with
the leader's position.

As these three factors increase, so does

40Michael J. Sexton and Karen Dawn Dill Switzer, "Educational
Leadership: No Longer a Potpourii," Educational Leadership 35 (October 1977) : 24. ·
41Donald Musella, Steve Lawton, and Tllllde Palmer, "The Relationships Among Dogmatism, Administrative Style, Autonomy and DecisionMaking of Aspiring and Practicing School Principals," paper presented
at the .American Educational Research Association Annual ~1eeting,
Washington D.C., 31 March 1975, p. 3.
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favorability. 42

Fiedler maintained that there is no simple correla-

tion between situational favorability and leadership effectiveness.
In general, evidence suggests that human-relations oriented leaders are
most effective in moderately favorable situations, while task-oriented
leaders are at their best in very favorable or unfavorable situations.
Fiedler also suggested that experience, like training tended to increase
situational favorability. 43

Sergiovanni, in reviewing Fiedler's Con-

tingency Theory, noted that various combinations of the presence or
absence of the "favorableness" factors represented the kind of power
and influence which groups give to leaders.

The position power of

the leader, which refers to the status difference between leaders and
groups, is the least important of Fiedler's three dimensions listed
earlier.

The task structure refers to the degree to which the group's

work is progrannned or routinized as opposed to being vague and ambiguous.
Finally the leader/member personal relationships, which refer to the
degree to which the group trusts and likes the leader, is the most
;lmportant of the three dimensions.

Thus the moderately favorable

situations, in which human relations oriented leaders are oost effective, are those which afford the leaders moderate control over the
group, while situations which provide leaders with substantial influence
or situations lvhich provide very little influence, are best for the

42 Fred E. Fiedler, A Theory of Leadershi Effectiveness.
Hill Series in ~1anagement New Yor : cGraw-H1ll o Co. ,
43 Fred

McGraw, p.

E. Fiedler, et.al., "Responses to Sergiovanni," Educational Leadership 36 (March 1979): 395.·
.
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task oriented

leader. 44

Summarizing, Fiedler noted that since leader-

ship style is detennined by an individual's personality, which may be
difficult to change, it is important to focus attention on ways to
manipulate situational variables to make leadership more effective.4 5
Perhaps the best known leadership model is that of Getzels and
Guba, which views school administration as a hierarchy of superordinatesubordinate relationships within a social system.

1he social system is

conceived of in terms of three major dimensions that are conceptually
independent but actually interactive.46 1he first is the idiographic
or personal dimension, which stresses the requirements of the individual,
the personality and need dispositions.

Sanctions are intrinsic rather

than extrinsic and the most expeditious route to the goal is seen as
residing in the people involved rather than the institutional structure.
'!he standard of leadership excellence is efficiency more than effectiveness.

1he second dimension is the nomothetic or norriiative one which

stresses the requirements of the institution, the role and.the expectations.

If roles are clearly defined and everyone is held responsible

for doing what he is supposed to do, the desired outcomes will ensure
regardless of who the particular role incumbents are, provided they
have the necessary technical competence.

Sanctions are extrinsic rather

44 1homas J. Sergiovanni and Robert J. Starratt, Emerging Patterns
of Supervision: Human Perspectives (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
1971)' p. 202.
45 Fred E. Fiedler, "1he Effects of Leadership Training and
Experience. A Contingency Model Interpretation," Administrative
Science quarterly, 4 (December 1972): 453.
4 6Knezevich,

Administration of Public Education, pp. 144-47.
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than intrinsic and effectiveness more than efficiency is the standard
of leadership excellence.

A third dimension, called the transactional,

emphasizes the need for moving toward one style tmder one set of circumstances and toward another style tmder another set of circlllTIStances.
It is the intermediate dimension with sanctions either extrinsic or
intrinsic and the standard of leadership excellence being effectiveness
and efficiency. 47 Observed behavior is the result of interaction
between the nomotheti.c dimension and the idiographic dimension.

Tiris

interaction suggests the possibility of role conflicts when a role
. incumbent is required to conform sinrultaneously to a number of expectations which are contradictory or inconsistent; and of personality
conflicts when there is a discrepancy between the pattern of expectations· attached to a role and the pattern of needs of the individual.48
Moser, relying o:ri the theory of Getzels and Guba, established three
leadership styles in his research: nomothetic (stresses goal accomplishment rules and.regulations and centralized authority at the
expense of the individual), idiographic (stresses the individuality
of people, minimal.rules ·and regulations, decentralized authority and
highly individualistic relationships with subordinates), and transactional (balances nomothetic and idiographic and utilizes each style as
the occasion demands).

J\bser folllld that:

superintendents express the most confidence in principals whom
they perceive as exhibiting transactional behavior and express

47 J.W. Getzels and E.G. Guba, "Social Behavior and the
Administrative Process," School Review 65 (Winter 1957): 423.
48Ibid., pp. 423-441.
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the least confidence in principals whom they perceive as exhibiting idiographic behavior; superintendents express the highest
confidence in principals who profess to be nomothetic; superintendents who profess nomothetic behavior are given the highest
effectiveness ratings by principals; superintendents expect
principals to be transactional with emphasis upon the nomothetic;
principals tend to emphasize idiographic behavior in dealing with
teachers and nomothetic behavior in their relations with superintendents (this indicates that the principal is subjected to different expectations from his superintendent than from his teachers);
and high mutual ratings of confidence by superintendents and principals are accompanied by similarities in leadership style, feelings
of security, general satisfaction with the relationships, desire to
consult with one another on important matters 1 clear delineation
of duties, and authority in decision making. 4 ~
ln a research project involving teacher descriptions of elementary
principal leader behavior by Ignatovich, three leadership styles were
~dentified.

1hey are:

tolerant integrator--described as being con-

siderate and tolerru1t in dealings with subordinates; intolerant
structtiralists--described as being bureaucratic and role oriented and
tending to stress· production; and tolerant interloper--described as
granting teachers complete freedom and not asslUiling the leader role.
lgnatovich folUld that tolerant-integrator type principals were actively
involved with teachers and interpersonally linked with faculty.
Intolerant structuralists interacted with faculty but maintained an
interpersonal distance by emphasizing rules and regulations and standard procedures.

Tolerant interlopers were considered less potent and

withdrew from fulfilling the role of principal.
reached included:

Other conclusions

a significantly greater agreement between principal

and teachers in describing the principal's behavior illlder tolerant

49 Robert

F. Moser, "1he Leadership Patterns of School Superintendents and School Principals," Administrator's Notebook 6 (September
1957): 6.
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integrator types, greater espirit behavior of teachers under tolerant
integrator types, lower hindrance behavior of teachers under tolerantintegrator types, and no relationship between staff size, organizational
intimacy and the type of principal. so
In a research study by House, the following leadership styles
were developed:

instrumental leadership--behavior which defines roles

and regulations, stresses IUles and regulations, schedules work to be
done, stresses standards of performance and explains why tasks should
be done; supportive leadership--behavior which builds interpersonal
relationships, makes it pleasant to be a member of the group, helps
others in overcoming problems and facilitates change; and participative
leadership--behavior which includes working directly with others, listens to what subordinates say, asks for suggestions and involves
others in making decisions.

House found that most principals saw the

;i:nstIUmental style as negative and were unsure how to use it, that the
supportive style was of great importance to teacher job satisfaction
and the effective functioning of a school, and that participative
leadership is a very important aspect of most principals and is undertaken in different ways.SI
Gibb described two styles of leadership:

one being the "defensive"

5 °Frederick R. lgnatovich, "Types of Elementary School PrincipalLeaders: A Q-Factor Analysis," paper presented at the .American
Educational Research Association Annual Meeting, New York, 6 FebIUary
1971, p. 14;
51 Robert

J. House, "Leadership Style, Hierarchies Influence and
the Satisfaction of Subordinate Role Expectations: A Test of Likert's
Influence Proposition," Journal of Applied Psychology, 5 (October 1971);
422.
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style which is based on fear and distl11St, thrives on the distortion
of infonnation, and uses strategies of persuasion and

~igh

control;

and the other is the "participatory" style which is based on high
trust and confidence in people and tends to assume that people are
responsible, loyal, and work oriented.52
Bockman reviewed two styles of leadership which he called the
"traditional" approach and the "human relations" approach.

The tradi-

·tional approach emphasizes the role of the manager as the determiner
of what shall be done with responsibility and authority emanating downward through a highly centralized managerial hierarchy.

This type of

leader makes the decisions himself, relies on fear as a motivator, and
runs

a tight-ship.

The human relations approach, however,. emphasizes

group· and consensus oriented decisions, regards the worker as responsible, and gives the worker more importance than the job.

This type of

leader believes in a loosely structured and self-motivated environrnent. 5 3
The National Conference of Professors of Educational Administration, after researching various leadership styles, reconnnend the democratic style as the only acceptable approach because it improves the
schools and gets things done.

In support of this endorsement it listed

the "inward" convictions of democratic leadership:
(1) the welfare of the group is assured by the welfare of each
individual; (2) group decisions are more valid than individual
decisions; (3) every idea is entitled to a fair hearing; (4)
every person can make a unique and important contribution; (5)

52 Jack R. Gibb, ''Dynamics of Leadership," In Search of Leaders
(Washington D.C.: National Education Association, 1967), p. 56.
53Bockman, "The Principal as Manager of Change," p. 14.
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growth comes from within the group; (6) democracy is a way of
living; and (7) democratic methods-are efficient and dependable.
The "outward" signs of democratic leadership were also noted:
(1) its processes increase the powers of individuals to adjust,
to solve problems and to mature in behavior; (2) its effectiveness
is measured by what happens to people; (3) it grows out of the
action of a group working on a problem and doesn't belong to any
one individual as a privilege; (4) it comes from within the group;
(5) it develops and uses for the common good the potentialities
of each group member; (6) it shares the fonnulation of policies
and decisions with every person concerned; and (7) it assists the
group in arriving at a consensus.5 4 _
Gaynor delineates his approach to leadership style by establishing three distinct types.

They are identified as the: petsonal-

transactional leader--seeks information, makes decisions based on that
information and communicates to his subordinates; authoritarian--emphasizes curriculum over personnel, communicates in an impersonal manner
and emphasizes authority; and the participative--emphasizes human rela-tions and face to face colTUTIUilication.55 Thus the personal-transactional
style is very leader-oriented, the authoritarian style is subject
oriented and the participative style is person-oriented.
Doll related two leadership styles to a measure of effectiveness.
The "hierarchy-oriented" principal is rigid and unsuccessful and prone
to act dependently on bureaucratic directives.

The "personnel-oriented"

principal is non-rigid and successful and attends to teacher needs. ·
The "personnel-oriented" principal perceives the role as one where
the primary task is to assist the teachers to teach, regardless of the

54Nolte, An Introduction to School Administration, p. 114 •
. 55Alan

K. Gaynor, "Playing the Role of the Principal: Patterns
of Administrative Response," paper presented at American Educational
·
Research Association meeting.
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wishes of the hierarchy.56
Hamachek noted that principals either consciously or unconsciously
reflect a particular style of leadership which best suits them as
individuals.

He listed three models:

the charismatic leader--who is

interested in keeping attention focused on himself by means of power,
energy and corrnnitrnent; the authoritarian leader--who claims power thru
his office, assumes that he knows while.others do not, is intolerant
of indecisiveness, inflexible and operates one-way corrnnunication (yet
good for insecure followers since he gives clear directions); and the
therapeut~c

leader--who finds it difficult to make decisions for fear

of hurting someone's feelings, adheres to a democratic framework and
works with each teacher as an individual. 57 Although it is unlikely
tha,t ari.y leader fits neatly into any of the three models, they all
find fragments in· common with their own styles.
Afton related three basic types of leadership styles which are
dependent upon the priorities that the group considers important.
These styles are described in the following way:

"punishment centered"--

obsessed with rules, very inflexible, all policy is sacred; "country
club"--concemed about image with staff, friendly, a gregarious personality is his trademark; "participatory"--characterized by involvement
of the staff, a cooperative venture where the group is involved in

56Russell C. Doll, ''Variations Among Inner City Elementary
Schools: An Investigation into the Nature and Causes of Their Difterences," (Kansas City: Center for the Study of Metropolitan Problems
m Education, University of Missouri, 1969), p. 5.
57 Don E~ Hamachek, "Leadership Styles, Decision Making, and the
Principal," The National Elementary Principal 45 (April 1966): 26-31.
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decision making. 58
:Maccoby, with a business orientation, identified four species of
leaders among some top manufacturing companies.
relevant to education, are:

The four styles, also

the craftsrnan--prides self on quality

work, has a strong sense of self-worth; the jungle-fighter--uses considerable politicking to get ahead, does not do well in situations that
require trust; company man--adheres to policy, equates self-interest
with the success of the corporation or school; games

man--competit~ve,

wants to win, loves change and wishes to influence its course, likes
to take calculated risks. 59 Maccoby felt that education needs more
risk takers and that values are an extremely important determinant of
the goals the leader pushes for or compromises on.GO
·A pattern has developed in the research of leadership concerning

the number of styles reviewed.

Regardless of how many leadership

styles the researcher established, the end result seemed to reveal
just two basic concepts: . one was primarily concerned with people and
..

the other was primarily concerned with accomplishing a given task.GI
This dichotomy was further emphasized by the Ohio State Leadership
Studies and other research derived from them.

58Alex Afton, "Perceptions of the Principal's Role," NASSP
Bulletin 58 (September 1974): 71-75.
59Charles A. Reavis· and Betty MacPhail, "Leadership Style: A
llidel for Choice.," Planning and Changing 10 (Sunnner 1979): 106.
60Ibid.
61 Frank

Spikes, "Choosing a Personal Leadership Style," Lifelong
Learning: The Adult Years 3 (November 1979): 8.
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The Ohio State Leadership Studies and Derivative Research
One of the most significant large scale psychological research
programs to be concerned with the situational aspects of leadership
was that conducted at Ohio State University over the decade 1946-56.
From nearly two thousand items describing leader behavior, the Ohio
State investigators selected 150.

They postulated nine dimensions of

leader behavior, developed questionnaires and descriptions of the
behavior of over 300 leaders, and computed a statistical analysis to
reduce the number of dimensions to four (consideration, initiating
stnicture, production emphasis and sensitivity).

The next steps were

the construction of the Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire
(LB~)

and the administration of it to air crews, which eventually led

to the reduction of leadership dimensions to two:

consideration and

initiating stnicture.62 This identification of the two independent
dimensions of leader behavior was perhaps the most far reaching result·
of the research.

The two dimensions are descr;i.bed as ·follows:

Consideration--reflects the extent to which an individual is likely
to have job relationships characterized by mutual tnist, respect
for subordinates' ideas, consideration of their feelings and a
certain warmth between supervisor and subordinates. A high score
is mdicative of a climate of good rapport and two-way connm.m.ication. A low score indicates the supervisor is likely to be more
impersonal in his relations with group members.
Stnicture--reflects the extent to which an individual is likely to
define and stnicture his own role and those of his subordinates
toward goal attainment. A high score on this dimension characterizes
individuals who play a more active role in directing .group activities

62Andrew W. Halpin, The Leadership Behavior of School Superintendents (Columbus: Ohio State University College ot Education, 1956),

p.-r.-

\
f
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.

.

through planning, connrrunicating infonnation, scheduling, criticizing, trying out new ideas, etc. 63

~,.

Two instruments were developed to measure these two dimensions.
are the

LB~,

'Ihey

as noted earlier, measuring subordinate perceptions of

supervisor behavior, and the Leadership Opinion Questionnaire (LOQ),
measuring how the supervisor thinks he should .behave in his leadership
role.
Halpin discovered that the effective leaders, in his study of
aircraft commanders, were "those who scored high on both the consideration and initiat;i,ng structure dimensions. 64

.

Hemphill· came to the same

conclusion in his study of college department chairmen. 65 Halpin did
a subsequent study on school superintendents and found that staff members

~d

board members tended to agree among themselves in describing

the superintendent's leader behavior. 66
stered real and ideal fonns of the

LB~

In this stu~y, Halpin adminito three groups; the superin-

tendents (self-ratings); the staff, and the boards of education.

'Ihey

were asked to describe the superintendents' actual behavior and ideal
behavior.

Some of Halpin's other findings were:

self-ratings and

staff ratings of actual behavior were about the same with respect to
initiating structure; there was no correlation between board's description and self-rating of actual behavior on both dimensions; superintendent

6 3 Ibid.

6 4.Andrew

W. Halpin, "'Ihe Superintendent's.Effectiveness as a
Leader," Administrator's Notebook 7 (October 1978):. 2.
65Ibid.
66 Ibid., p. 3.
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set higher ideal behavior than the other groups; superintendents
described as being high on both dimensions were perceived by the
reference groups to be highly effective; superintendents who were low
on both dimensions were perceived as least effective; and superintendents who were high on either dimension, but low on the other were
perceived as ineffective. 6 7
There have been a number of other ·research studies based on the
dimensions of leadership style developed by the Ohio State Leadership
Studies.

Evenson replicated Halpin's study with principals and found

similar results. 6 8 Km@ and J~ found, like Halpin, that the most
effective leaders were high in both consideration and initiating
structure.
high

They also found that teachers generally prefer principals

mconsideration, while upper level

administrators favor principals

strong in initiating structure.69 McCleary and Hencley found that·
school boards preferred leader behavior that was oriented toward
initiating structure, whereas staffs preferred leaders perceived as
high in consideration.70
In a major study using the LBDQ, Blanchard and Hersey indicated

that there is no single all-purpose leadership style, but different

6 7Halpin,

The Leadership Behavior of School Superintendents, p. 1.

6 8Ibid.
6 9Daniel w~ K~

and Wayne K. H~, "Leadership Style of Principals and Professional Zone of Acceptance of Teachers,'' Educational
Administration Quarterly 4 (December 1972): 49.
70Lloyd E. ~~Cleary and Stephen P. Hencley, Secondary School
Administration: Theoretical Bases of Professional Practice (New York:
Dodd, Mead and Co. Inc., 1965), p. 103.
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combinations of task and relationship behavior depending upon the
maturity of members of the group.

They define a group as being mature

when it sets high but attainable goals, is willing to accept responsibility, and has sufficient experience and/or education.

Task behavior

(initiating structure) is the organizing and defining of the followers'
roles and the establishing of well-defined patterns of organization
and co:mrm.m.ication while relationship behavior (consideration) is
characterized by open co:mrm.m.ication, socio-emotional support, and
other facilitating behaviors.

They concluded that if a group is

innnature then the leader should use high task/low relationship behavior
and if a group is very mature then the leader should use low task/low
relationship behavior.

Thus the effective leader is one who accurately

assesses the group's maturity and adapts the appropriate leader behavior.
It was also found· that principals who said they used mostly high relationship/low task behavior (high consideration/low structure) were
viewed unfavorably by their teachers.

Teachers saw them as not assum-

ing their proper roles, unable to reconcile conflicting demands, and
unable to predict outcomes accurately.

Principals were reluctant to

practice low task/low relationship behavior (low structure/low consideration) yet teachers perceived it positively. 7 1

.

Feitler conducted research using the
of the original

LB~

LB~-XII,

an updated version

with increased leadership dimensions.

It was

found that tolerance of freedom, consideration, integration, and

Hersey and K.H. Blan~hard, Management of Organizational
Behavior: Utilizing Human Resources, 3rd ed. (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall Inc., 1977), p. 1.
71 P.
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tolerance of uncertainty were significantly higher for schools

Which

demonstrated the participative-group style of management--where
leadership facilitates meaningful interpersonal interaction and a
high regard for teachers as persons. 72 'Ihe implication is that this
positive regard for teachers exhibited by the principal determines the
quality of the environment of the school .
.Another adaptation of the Ohio State Leadership Studies was completed by Blake and Mouton.

'Ibey used the two dimensions of considera-

tion and :initiating structure and applied a numerical scale of one to
nine to each dimension.

'Ihese were placed on a horizontal axis and a

vertical axis with the following combinations defined: (Concern for
productivity, Concern for People);

(1,1)--low concern for achievement

of school goals, low concern for human organization of school, has
already accepted defeat; (1,9)--human relationships are important for
their own sake and group haTIIDny is the key to organizational success,
needs to be accepted, people oriented; (S,5)--balanced solutions are
generally acceptable, satisfactory, workable, but rarely outstanding;
(9,1)--places top priority on school goals, relies on formal authority,
needs to be in control, 'Iheory X, pessimistic; and (9,9)--believes
people will assume responsibility, no conflict between work and people,
relies on self-control and connnitment, 'Iheory Y, optimistic. 73 -'Ihe

72 Fred C. 'Feitler, "A Study of Principal Leader Behavior and Contrasting Organizational Environments," paper presented at American
Educational Research Association Annual Meeting, Chicago, 3 .April
1972, p. 9.

73Robert Blake and Jane Mouton, The "Managerial Grid (Houston:
Gulf Publishing Co., ·1964), p. 1.
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implication inherent in their study was that leadership effectiveness
is at its maximum when a leader can be characterized as (9,9).
1he

LB~

and L0Q have been used in numerous research projects

both in education and out of education.

1he

LB~

was used by Moy and

Hales to investigate the leadership style of staff members of college
residence halls of Ohio University. 74 1he
to explore the relationship between

rule

LB~

was used by Johnson

administration leadership

behavior and the sex of black elementary school principals.75 1he

LB~

was utilized by Stotts to examine the leadership behavior of administrators in adult basic education centers in Illinois.76 The

LB~

was utilized by Lucietto in a study analyzing the language usage patterns of principals. 77 Croghan used the

LB~

in a study of principals

who were high in both consideration and initiating structure~were more
frequently designated by teachers as leaders of the informal groups

74James Y.K. Moy and Loyde W. Hales, ''Management Styles and
Leadership Behavior Within a Residence Life Program," paper presented
at the American Educational Research Association Annual Meeting, New
Orleans~ February 1973, p. 2.
75Florence DeVida H. Johnson, "1he Relationship Between Rule
Administration· and the Leadership Behavior of Black Male and Female
Urban Elementary School Principals," paper presented at the Annual
National Conference on Urban Education, Norfold, 20 November 1977,
p. 2.

76M]..chael J. Stotts, "Field Study of the Perceptions of
Directors' Leader Behavior in Illinois Basic Education Centers," paper
presented to the Illinois State Off ice of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction, Springfield, August 1968, p. 34.
77Lena L. Lucietto, "The Verbal Behavior of Educational Administrators: An Analysis of the Language of School Principals," paper
presented to the National Center for Educational Research and Development, Washington, D.C., December 1969, p. 203.
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within their schools~78 The IDQ was used by Staff to analyze leadership attitudes in three occupational categories:

banking, food market-

ing, and retailing.79 The LOQ was used by Baker in a study of students' attitudes concerning leadership behavior at the National
Outdoor Leadership Schoo1.so The LOQ was used by Dagenais in a study
of allied health managers.

One finding was that the allied health

group preferred a leadership style that.was high on consideration and
very low on structure.Bl The LOQ was also used:

by Bass as part of a

program for predicting success in a large food-products corporation;
"\

by_P~rker

in a study conducted at a large wholesale phannaceutical

company; by Bass in a large petrochemical refinery study; by Fleishman
and Ko in a study in a large shoe manufacturing company; by Oaklander
and Fleishman in a study designed to establish the relationship of
leadership patterns to organizational stress and effectiveness in
hospitals; by Litzinger in a study of leadership attitudes of bank·.
managers; and by Rim lli a study exploring the relationship between

78John H. Croghan, "A Study of the Relationships Between Perceived Leadership Behavior of Elementary Principals and Infonned Group
Dimensions and Composition in Elementary Schools," doctoral dissertation, Syracuse University, 1969.
79 Bruce S. Staff, "Personality Characteristics,_ Interpersonal
Values and Leadership Attitude of Mid-Level Managers," paper presented
to the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education, Washington, D.C.,
Septemb~r 1978, p. 4.
80Edward Draper (:f3aker, Jr., "Change in Leadership B~havior
Attitudes Effected by Participating in Basic Courses at the National
Outdoor Leadership School," (M.S. thesis, Pennsylvania State University, 1975), p. 16.
81 Fred Dagenais, "Leadership Styles of Allied Health Administrators," Journal of Allied Heal th 6 (Winter 1977) : 31.
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risk-taking behavior and leadership attitude. 82
General Fllllctions of the Principal
A review of the literature concerning leadership would be fruitless llllless a position that provided someone an opportunity to lead
was examined along with it.

This position is that of principal, who

according to Heichberger is responsible.for the overall direction and
operation of the school.

The principal is perceived, positively or

negatively, as the person who establishes the pace for the school's
accomplishments.

By virtue of the administrative role, the school

principal is in a position to exert positive influence as to the kind

of educational program that is offered.83 Mills.listed the principal
first.as an organizer, one who pulls·together all aspects of the
school; next as a facilitator of a climate conducive to learning; and
perhaps most importantly, as a catalyst for change.8'+

Theoretically

the principal could be characterized as the implementer of school
board and superintendent developed policy.

Campbell noted that since

the principal is closer to the learning environment, the principal is
the translator of district-wide goals as to the purpose of education
in a given school system.

Therefore the task is to plan programs

82Edwin A. Fleishman, Manual for Leadership inion Questionnaire
(Chicago: Science Research Associates, Inc.,
9 , pp. -7.
83Robert L~ Heichberger, "Creating the Climate for Humanistic
Change in the Elementary School with Principal as Change Agent,"
Education 96 (Winter 1975): 106.
8'+Troy Mills, "The Principal as Catalyst," Theory Into Practice
18 (February 1979): 21.
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using all of the educational knowledge and expertise that can be
,,

~·
~-

enlisted using the involvement of the primary manager of learning, the
teacher, and using the participation of the school's connnunity.85 1he
principal has been placed in a middle position between the school and
the larger corrnnunity forces.

1his unique position affords a broader

perspective than that of the teachers and a better focus than that of
the superintendent and school board.

1hus this unique position gives

the principal an opportunity to be a leader.
Tiie principal is the key figure that differentiates a good
school from a poor one.

Bishop related that in a good school, the

principal sets instructional goals, participates in classroom teaching
and instructional supervision and has high expectations for the staff
and s.tudents.86 Goldhammer thought of the educational leader as the
principal who:

has a thorough knowledge of educational needs, techno-

logy, and strategies; has some philosophical perspectives on the
societal and hlilllail needs for education; is able to evaluate the
si,gnificance (strengths and weaknesses) of the programs in the school;
and plans for the future by joining societal needs and developmental
aspects of educational technol~gy. 87 Goldhammer listed the competencies
needed by the principal:

knowledge of social and political forces in

85.Anne Campbell, "Are Instructional Leaders Still Needed?,"
Educational Lead~rship 35 (October 1977): 14.
86 Walter Bishop, Charles Dedrick, and Norman McCumsey, "An
Urgent :Mandate for the 1980's: Dynamic Educational Leadership,"
Illinois Principal 12 (September 1980): 21.
.
87 Paul L. Houts, "A Conversation with Keith Goldhammer," 1he
National Elementary Principal 53 (March 1974): 27.
~
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the conm.mity, skills in group procedures and group tmderstanding,
leadership skills (connnunication, sensitivity, and knowledge of change),
knowledge of the legal bases of schools, tmderstanding of employee/
management relations, tmderstanding of curriculum development, and
ability to clarify educational philosophy and needs to the broader
public.88
'!be principal

c~

expect to find that his behavior is largely ·

subject to the control of the school climate.

Principals tend to pat- ·

tern their leadership style to a role.construed for·them by the school
and school district, related Wiggins.

'!be influence of inteTI1al and

external organizational expectations prevails over the principal's
personality characteristics the longer he remains in the position.
'!he principal functions in a social system wherein he is influenced
by the roles and expectations

~f

the school, the district, and the

clientele as nruch as he influences the school by his.personal leadership style.89 Ingram noted that conceTI1s about the principal's roleconflicts often manifest themselves in the question of whether he can
be an instructional leader in an era of increasing managerial demands. 90
1his problem was further discussed by Vann who listed the reasons that
principals give for their failure to devote time to curriculum development

88 Ibid.' p. 30.
89'Jbomas Wiggins, "Conceptualizing Principal Behavior in the
School Climate: A Systems Analysis," paper presented to the University
of Oklahoma.
90Ruben L. Ingram, "'!be Principal: Instructional Leader, Site
Manager, Educational Executive," 1hrust (April 1979): 23.

so
Principals say their time is consumed by lll1important administrative
and clerical duties and they have no autonomy as instructional
leaders.

Yet Vann found no significant relationship between the

amolll1t of time devoted to curricultnn and the amolll1t of clerical help.
He also folll1d no relationship between curricultnn time and the principal 's autonomy.

A relationship was folll1d between the amolll1t of time

spent on curriculum development and the principal's perception of the
importance of curricultnn development by central office superiors.

Thus

principals devote little time to curricultnn development because they
perceive it to be a low

prior~ty

of their superiors.91

Myers indi-

cated that the position of the principal is mainly a ft.mctionary one.
Almost all significant decisions concerning his role are made for him;
because this is true, the decisions can be modified or changed without
his approval. 92 Simon agreed with this view and calls the leader/
principal a bus driver whose passengers will leave him lll1less he takes
them in the direction they wish to go.

Principals delude themselves

.into thinking they have power, but in reality that power often dissolves
as soon as they try to use it. 93 Yet Saranson claimed the principal is
in a pivotal position and any attempt to change the educational system

91Allan Vann, "Three Principals Discuss the Principal's Leadership Role," Educational Leadership 36 (March 1979): 405 ..
92 Donald A. Myers, "The Chautauqua Papers: A Dissent," The
National Elementary Principal 54 (September 1974): 19.
~
93Herbert A. Simon, Administrative Behavior: A Study of DecisionMaking Processes in Administrativ~ Organization (New York: MacMillan
Co., 1947), p. 134.
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must begin with the principal.94 Brown stated that as long as we have
schools, the principal will remain a leading character in whatever
drama tmfolds.95

If there is a conflict in the role of the principal

as the instIUctional leader, then it is due to intenial and exteinal
constraints in force.
One major constraint of the principal's leadership was related by
Myers.

He felt that the principal has no power to reward or ptmish his

staff.

The principal does not hire them, set their salaries, establish

fringe benefits, provide bonuses, or lessen their workloads.

He cannot

fire them, ·reduce their salaries, increase their workload, require them
to work overtime or discriminate in pupil placement.

Th.is decline in

the power of principals and their ability to lead has been influenced
greatly. by the rise of collective bargaining.96

Goldhammer noted the

major constraint upon the principal's leadership effectiveness as being
the

~equirement

to spend a large part of his time on ·routine clerical

and secretarial chores.

He also cited a lack of money and resources

;in the district and felt that talking to principals about leadership

effectiveness is like talking about good nutrition to a person who is
down to his last crust of bread.

The topic is worthwhile but not

relevant to the present level of crisis. 97 Pendergrass and Wood

94Myers, The National Elementary Principal, p. 20.
95 lb;Ld.
96 Thid., p. 21.
97Keith Golclhannner, et.al.; Elementary School Principals and
Their Schools: Beacons of Brilliance and Potholes of Pestilence
"{Eugene, Oregon: Center for the Advanced Study of Educational
Administration, 1971), p. 209.
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agreed when they said the problem was simple:

the principal has a

limited ammmt of time and energy and an infinite mnnber of tasks to
ad.dress.98

Pharis viewed the constraints as external when he suggested

that the principal's role is all too often defined by people outside
the principal' s office·:

state and federal legislators, the central

office, and the connnunity. 99

Spodek identified three forces restrain-

ing a principal' s attempt at leadership: power of the corrnmmity, educational bureaucracy (principals are inundated by administrivia), and
resistance of teachers to change.

He·also noted that the role defini-

tion for principals is ambiguous; principals and their reference groups

have unclear and conflicting expectations of what that role should be.
It may fluctuate between instructional leader, curriculwn director,
bureaucrat, representative of superintendent or representative of
faculty.100

Wayson surrunarized the situation by noting that the con-

stra:ints on the principal are like the constraints on most people;
they arise primarily from one's own perception of himself, his world
and his role.

Perhaps the influencing factors are only as inflexible

as the principal thinks they are.101

Barth stated that the constraints

of the principal best when he related, "the obstacles to perfonning the

98 R.A. Pendergrass and Diane Wood, "Instructional Leadership and
the Principal," NASSP Bulletin 63 (March 1979): 39.
9 9Bill

Pharis, ''U.S. Principals: The Inside Story," The National
·
Elementary Principal 58 0.1arch 1979): 48.
lOOHarold J. McNally, "Surrnning Up," The National Elementary
Principal 54 (September 1974): 7. ·
1D 1William W. Wayson, "A Proposal to Remake the Principalship,"
'Ihe National Elementary Principal 54 (September): 31.
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job ARE the job. 11102
In a research study conducted by Utz, where urban teachers were
asked to evaluate their principals, a number of interesting, conclusions were reached concerning the principals' roles.

Excellent prin-

cipals tended to thoroughly orient new teachers and to plan extensively
wi,th honest solicitation of teacher input; problems were neither
hidden nor handled in an authoritarian manner, but explored in depth;
teacher evaluations were open and tended to focus on the means by
which those performances could be improved rather than overt criticism;
the principal was respected and tnisted and seen as cooperating with
teachers · in getting the· .teaching· job done.

Poor principals were per-

ceived to be more limited in social/emotional skills than in management
skillS; they gave minimal orientation to new teachers and did not
solicit input from teachers; they maintained faculty meetings that
were merely explanations of administrative decisions; teacher evaluations were either not done or not made known to the teachers; teachers
who fit were those who didn't rock the boat and who stayed out of the
principal's way.103
When examining the role of the principal, certain consideration
should be given to the context or situation in which his leadership
takes place.

For example, desegregation was viewed as a change in

102Roland s·. Barth, "The Head Nut, or Reflections on School
Leadership," The National Elementary Principal 58 (March 1979): 30.
l03Rbbert T. Utz, "Principal Leadership Styles and Effectiveness
as Perceived· by Teachers," paper presented at the American Educational
Research Association Annual Meeting, Chicago, 3 April 1972, pp. 5-6.
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policy, whether tllldertaken voltllltarily or by court order.

Very little

literature has been devoted to examining the principal's role in this
desegregation policy change.
situation is crucial.

Yet the principal's role in such a

In a report by the National Institute of Educa-

tion, it was noted that the effective principal, in implementing the
desegregation plan for his school, will call upon the political and
local conmrunity leaders to legitimize the legally mandated steps
being taken.

Other functions of the principal in the desegregation

context were to help ameliorate resistant factions, mediate disputes,
coordinate the dissemination of infonnation, and incite coITIITil.Illity
participation and support.

1he principal should realize that it is to

his advantage to include school groups, coITIITil.Illity elements, parents,
and central administrators in the desegregation process.10 4 .Another
special situation in which an examination of the principal's role is
worthwhile is that of the mainstreaming policy of Public Law 94-142.
Rebore noted that if the support needed to make mainstreaming work is
exemplified only in terms of rules, regulations, procedures, and
instnictions, mainstreaming will surely fail.

Leadership on the part

of the principal is the necessary ingredient. 1he participative model
of leadership can provide an effective method for facilitating such
change.

It is necessary for the principal to develop a high degree of

trust with the staff.
sharing should

~e

An atmosphere of openness conducive to information ·

encouraged.

Being more specific, the principal must

104National Institute of Education, "The Role of the School
Principal in School Desegregation," position paper prepared by the
Desegregation Studies Staff, Washington, D.C., 1977, p. 6.
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thoroughly understand what is involved by knowing board of education
pclicies and consulting with the central office concerning district
implementation guidelines.

1be principal must also incorporate for

himself not only the letter of the law but also its spirit, since the
chance for a successful program can be enhanced or diminished by the
principal's attitude, marinerisms, etc.105
No matter what the administrator's role may be, noted Krajewski,
the duties within that role must be effected via "interaction" with
people.

In other words, how the school's administrator works with

people in the everyday situation is the basic detenninant of overall
success. 10 6 1be principal must maintain that empathetic understanding
which helps him to be a more sympathetic leader.

He should never com-

pletely remove himself from the classroom; thus should arrange his work
days so he is consistently and constantly in one classroom or another,
assisting, teaching, helping children, etc.

As related by McNally, if

principals are to function successfully as leaders, they will have to
rely on the authority they "earn" from their staffs.107
Specific Activities of the Principal
In ·the early days of American education, the principal's duties
were largely clerical in nature, including such things as keeping

lOSRonald W. Rebore, "Public Law 94-142 and the Building Principal," NA.SSP Bulletin 63 (April 1979) : 27-28 ..
l06Robert J. Krajewski, "Role Effectiveness: 1beory Into Practice,"
Theory Into Practice 18 (February 1979): 53.
1o7McNally, "Surrnning Up," p. 13.
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attendance and acc0tmting for funds and supplies.

As the population

grew and schools became larger, graded, and departmentalized, the
managerial aspects began to assume greater importance.
had to classify pupils, assign teachers, etc.

1he principal

Toward the end of the

19th century, the principal began to assume responsibility for supervision and improvement of instruction.
1he Southern States Cooperative Program in Educational Administration designated seven major task areas of the principal:

Instruction

and Curriculum Developrnent--fonnulate.objectives, detennine content
and organization, relate to available time, personnel, facilities,
,,

and materials, and provide supervision of instruction; Pupil Persoill1el- maintain an attendance system, orient pupils, provide coUn.seling, and
health services, and deal with pupil irregularities; Staff Persoill1el-rec:ruit and assign persoill1el, maintain records, and provide for profes~~Qnal

growth; Community and School Leadership--detennine school ser-

vices, and help develop plans to improve connm.nlity life; School Plant
and School Transportation--develop program to maintain physical plant,
and provide for safety of pupils, persoill1el, and equipment; Organization and Structure--develop staff organization to implement objectives,
and organize lay and professional groups for educational plaMing;
and School Finance and Business Management--prepare budget, account
for monies and property.108
Killian and Sexton maintained that all tasks of the principal

108Southern States Cooperative Program in Educational Administration, Better Teaching in School Administration (Nashville: George
Peabody College for Teachers, 1965), p. 10.
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fall into one of three function categories: Maintenance Functions-routine, easily reversible and system imposed (examples:

mail, phone

calls, reports, etc.); Critical/Crisis Functions--crisis potential,
immediate problems, and exteTilally imposed (examples:

student disci-

pline, parent conferences, vandalism, etc.); Professional Goal Functions--far-reaching effects, non-reversible, and self-imposed (examples:
curriculum planning, evaluations, teacher conferences, etc.).

Lower

level functions must be taken care of before one can successfully move

up the ladder.

1hey reconrnended that the amount of time one spends on

the more numerous but less productive maintenance functions should be
closely analyzed, and every effort should be made to reduce the time
spent on them.109
·McCleary stated that the principal should coI1llillillicate regularly
with central office personnel regarding school operations and work
cooperatively with the central office in the evaluation of the school's
program, facilities, and personnel.

He classified the principal's

behavior in light of coITlTilLU1.ication responsibilities and grouped the
tasks into twelve areas:

district-wide policy development, business

affairs, coillITilIDity relations, pupil personnel, student activities,
pupil control, building level organization, auxiliary services, staff
personnel, staff improvement, curriculum development, and change and
innovation.

He found that management tasks formed the major portion

lO~ichael G. Killian and Michael J. Sexton, "Climbing the
Ladder to Leadership," NASSP Bulletin 63 (March 1979): 8.
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of the principal's job.110
In a study by Gorton and Mcintyre, sixty effective principals

ranked the activities in which they spent the most time.

Following

are the activities arranged in order of most time spent:

personnel

(evaluation, advising, conferencing and recruiting); school management
(calendar, office, budget, correspondence); program development
(curriculum, instructional leadership); ·student activities (meetings,
supervision, planning); district office (meetings, task forces,
reports); connnunity (advisory groups, parent conferences); planning
(annual, long range); professional development (reading, conferences);
and student behavior (discipline, attendance, meetings).

The most

frequently cited "time-waster" by the principals was attendance at
meetings, specifically district office meetings.

The principals also

Usted factors causing them to spend more time on·tasks than they
thought desirable:

lack of administrative help, need to be visible

to students, emergencies, discipline problems, immediate needs of
people, paper bureaucracy, reasons why the time spent on tasks was
appropriate, capable assistant principals, faith in orders to perform
assigned responsibilities,

abil~ty

to delegate, and ability to operate

according to goals.111
In a study by Fishburn, twenty-two common tasks of elementary

11o11oyd E.. McCleary, "An Essay on Role Attrition: Three Studies
of the Job of the Principal," paper presented to the University of
Utah, 8 April 1971, pp. 12-13.
lllRichard A. Gorton and Kenneth E. Mcintyre, The Senidr High
School Principalship Volume II: The Effective Principal, (Reston, Va.:
National Association of Secondary School Principals, 1979), p. 29.
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school principals were listed:

develop inservice for faculty, define

school goals, give service to community, interview and select personnel, keep attendance records, define employees' responsibilities,
administer discipline, evaluate staff, order materials, prepare
calendar, inventory books and equipment, manage school facilities,
oversee food service program, complete reports, patrol building and
grounds, plan and run staff meetings, develop schedules, utilize community resources, encourage home communication, cooperate with special
teachers, supervise custodians, meet With teachers and parents about
discipline problems.112
A recent report issued by the Select Connnittee on Equal Educa-·
tional Opportunity of the United States Senate concerning the role of
~-·

the school principal was reviewed by Weldy.

It noted that in many ways

the principal is the most influential individual in any school.

If a

school is vibrant, innovative, child-centered, and has a reputation
for excellence, one can almost always point to the principal's leadership as the key to success.

A representative job description listing

the pr:incipal's responsibilities was contained in the report:

studies

neighborhood needs and develops plans to meet them, exerts leadership
in adapting programs to meet needs, directs activities of staff members

in performance of their duties, supervises instructional staff in
matters of curriculum and student activities, reports to appropriate
superiors regarding school needs, develops a public relations program,

112wanda Fishburn, ''Differences in Professional Tasks of Elementary Principals in Rural and Urban Areas," (n.p. May 1978), p. 17.
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administers budgeted allocations, implements board policies, utilizes
school system and comnrunity resources, consults with and coordinates
resource personnel, establishes student conduct and maintains discipline, supervises the school's teaching process, orients new staff
members and assists in development, attends special events and athletic
activities, cooperates with college officials, works with superiors
on district programs, conducts staff meetings to keep members current,
keeps superintendent informed of school's problems, and performs other
tasks as superintendent may direct.

The principal's typical work week

was reported as being fifty-six hours.113
Krajewski. conducted a study whereby principals and teachers
were asked to rank ten principal duties based on "real" and "ideal"
h.

models.

Following are the ranked positions of this study:
PRINCIPAL
Real Ideal
staff selector/orientator
instructional supervisor
public relations facilitator
public services coordinator
self-evaluator
curriculum supervisor
teacher evaluator
school program administrator
disciplinarian
morale builder

TEACHER
Real . Ideal
8
7
2
5

3
2
7
6

10

10

9
4
1

4
8
1

9

3

4

1

3
6

·5
7

10
8
7
1

9
2
8
4

2

10

3

9

5

6

6

5

Some of the conclusions reached, were that the principal's role
as instructional supervisor was in reality not viewed as important, yet
teachers and principals wish it were more important--this is also true
concerning the principal's role as staff selector/orientator.

The

ll3Gilbert R. Weldy, Principals: What They Do and Who They Are,
(Reston, Va.: National Association of Secondary School Principals,
1979)' p. 7.
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role as disciplinarian crune out for both groups as being very important
in reality, but both wish it were not.114
Mcintyre and Grant completed a similar study, but asked teachers,
principals and superintendents to list eight principal responsibilities
according to their perception of what is their priority and what is the
actual perfonnance.
SUPERINPRINCIPALS TENDENTS
TEAGIERS
Real Ideal Real Ideal Real Ideal
connnLmity relations
staffing
tiire and space .
goal setting
non-instructional
services
materials and equipment
progrrun evaluation
inservice training

·2
1
3
4

1
2
3
4

2

3

4

5

5

6
7
8

3

2

1

1
4

3
1
2
4

3
1
4
2

5

5

5

7

6

6

7

6

8

7
8

7

8

.7

8

6

8

Some of the conclusions reached were:

6

5

all groups gave the prin-

cipals the highest marks in staffing, while receiving the lowest marks
in inservice training; principals and superintendents both gave staffing
as the highest priority.115
Roe and Drake noted that principals prefer to spend less time on
administration and clerical work and more on supervision and curriculum.
J\1any factors affect the way each principal perceives and performs his

114 Robert J. Krajewski, "Role Implications of a Rank Ordering
Process by Elementary Principals," paper presented at the Annual
Meeting of the National Association of Elementary School Principals,
Las Vegas, 18 April 1977, p. 2.
115 Kenneth E. Mcintyre and Ed A. Grant, "How Principals, Teachers,
and Superintendents View the Principalship," NASSP Bulletin 64 (February
1980): 45.
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duties.

'!here is no standard description of the principalship that

is appropriate for schools everywhere.

Some principals contend that

there is no adequate description of the position anywhere. 116 'Ihus the
principal responds to a virtual kaleidoscope of problems and attempts
to keep everything on an even keel "While maintaining a positive profile
as the educational leader.

Perhaps the principal's job tasks and

responsibilities can best be summarized.by the common phrase that
appears on a nrultitude of contracts, "performs other duties as
assigned."

116William H. Roe and 'Ihelbert L. Drake, '!he Principalship (New
York: Maonillan Co., 1974), p. 10.

mAPTER III

PRESENTATION OF DATA
. The purpose of this research was to detennine if there is a relationship between the dimensions of a principal's leadership style and
the activities engaged in during the implementation of a new district
program, in this case minimum competency testing.

A measure of these

dimensions, Consideration and Structure, was determined by the
Leadership Opinion Questionnaire (LOQ), an instrument developed by
.,.

Fleishman during the Ohio State Leadership Studies.

(A copy of the

LOQ is contained in the appendix.) The dimensions were defined as
follows:
Consideration--Reflects the extent to which an individual is likely
to have job relationships with subordinates characterized by
mutual trust, respect for their ideas, consideration of their
feelings, and a certain warmth between the individual and them.
A high score is indicative of a climate of good rapport and
two-way communication. A low score indicates the individual is
likely to be more impersonal in relationships with group members.
Stnicture--Reflects the extent to which an individual is likely to
define and structure his or her own role and those of subordinates
toward goal attainment. A high score on this dimension characterized
individuals who play a very active role in directing group activities ·through planning, communicating information, scheduling,
criticizing, trying out new ideas, and so forth. A low score
characterizes individuals who are likely to be relatively inactive
in giving direction in these ways. 1
The activities engaged in by the principal during the implementation

1Edwin

A. Fleishman, Manual for Leadership inion Questionnaire,
(Chicago: Science Research Associates, Inc., 1969 , p. 1.
63
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of the district's minimum competency testing program were determined
by the Principal Activity Questionnaire (PAQ).
is contained in the appendix.)

(A copy of the PAQ

'Ihis instrument was adapted from the

Work Analysis Forms by Shartle and Stogdill, which was also developed
during the Ohio State Leadership Studies.

'Ihe activities, covering a

wide variety of principal flillctions were defined as follows:
P~ohle Related
Wl t persons.

Activities - time spent in various types of contacts
_.

Individual Activities - time spent in various types of individual
effort. 2
·
'Ihus this study examined the relationships between the Consideration and Structure dimensions of the principals' leadership style and
the People-Related and Individual activities engaged in during the
implementation of a new district program.

Specifically, the following

hypotheses were examined:
H 'Ihere is a significant relationship between a highly
1
considerate/highly structured principal and the amolfilt of
people related and individual activities engaged in during
the implementation of a new district program.
H 'Ihere is a relationship between a highly considerate/highly
2
structured principal and the kind of activities engaged in
during the implementation of a new district program.
H3 'Ihere is a significant relationship between a highly
considerate/lowly structured principal and the amolfilt of

2 Ralph

M. Stogdill and Carroll L. Shartle, Work Analysis Forms,
(Columbus: Ohio State University, 1957), pp. 2-3.
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people related and individual activities engaged in during
the implementation of a new district program.
H4 1here is a relationship between a highly considerate/lowly
stnictured principal and the kind of activities engaged in
during the implementation of a new district program.
H5 1here is a significant relationship between a lowly
considerate/highly stnictured.principal and the amollllt of
people related and individual activities engaged in during
the implementation of a new district program.
H6 1here is a relationship between a lowly considerate/highly
stnictured principal and the kind of activities engaged in
during the implementation of a new district program.

·H7 1here is a significant relationship between a lowly
consideTate/lowly stnictured principal and the amount of
people related and individual activities engaged in during
the implementation of a new district program.
H8 1here is a relationship between a lowly considerate/lowly
structured principal and the killd of activities engaged in
during the implementation of a new district program.
Hg 1here is a relationship between the activities a principal
is actually engaged in during the implementation of a new
district program and the activities a principal sees as
being ·the most important in the implementation of this pro-
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Procedure
A written request was made to all State superintendents of
f,clucation throughout the United States, asking for recoTIIlllendations of
school districts that had implemented Mer programs.

Forty-one super-

intendents responded, with one hundred districts being reconnnended.
Copies of a questionnaire, asking for a brief description of the
district minimum competency testing program, were sent to the super;intendents of these one hundred districts.

One of the questions

asked whether the use of the Mer program standards was to determine
promotion or gradu.ation, to diagnose remedial students, or. to measure
student progress.

This question was crucial, since for purposes of

this research the MCT program's standards had to be used to determine
a student's graduation (either elementary or high school) or promotion
(from one grade to the next).

This standard distinguished the program

as a true "minimum competency testing" program rather than a mere
"testing" program.
It also asked whether districts would be willing to provide
further information, thus signifying their willingness to participate
in this research.

Positive responses were received from sixty school

district superintendents with forty-three districts meeting the required
definition noted previously.

Letters were sent in March 1980 to the

superintendents of these forty-three districts asking if they would
distribute the two questionnaires (LOQ and PAQ) and a cover letter
of introduction to their principals or forward the names and addresses
for individual mailings.

Representatives from twenty-three school

districts responded resulting in a sample of 108 principals.

Following
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are the participating districts with the nlUilber of participating
principals from each:
Fulton Collllty School System
Atlanta, Georgia
17 principals
Peoria Public School Dist. No. 150
Peoria, Illinois
15 principals
Gary Comnrunity School Corporation
Gary, Indiana
10 principals
Indian River School District
Vero Beach, Florida
8 principals
Westside Connn. School Dist. No. 66
Omaha, Nebraska
7 principals
Roosevelt School District No. 66
Phoenix, Arizona
5 principals
Berea City School District
Berea, Ohio
5 principals
School District No. 10
Covington, Georgia

5 principals

Lincoln Collllty School District
Panaca, Nevada
4 principals
.Anderson Collllty School District
Clinton, Tennessee
4 principals
School District No. 3
Pikeville, Tennessee

4 principals

Glendale Union High School District
Glendale, Arizona
3 principals
Austin Independent School District
Austin, Texas
3 principals
Lawton Comnrunity School District
Lawton, Michigan
3 principals
Henry Collllty School District
McDonough, Georgia
3 principals
Pershing Collllty School District
Lovelock, Nevada
2 principals
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Humboldt Collllty School District
Winnemucca, Nevada
2 pr:incipals
Ibuglas County School District
Gardnerville, Nevada
2 principals
Sarasota ColUlty School District
Sarasota, Florida
2 principals
Carson City School District
Carson City, Nevada
· 2 pr:incipals
Millwood I-37 School District
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 1 pr:incipal
Orange County School District
Orange, Virginia
1 pr:incipal
Benton County School District
Camden, TeIUlessee
1 pr:incipal
Upon receipt of the LOQ's and PAQ's from all pr:incipals, the
instY!Jlnents were scored and grouped :into one of four quadrants.

111ese

were determined by the computation of the medians and means of the
Consideration and Structure dimensions on the LOQ.

111e quadrants were

defined as follows:
:C.

II

Consideration scores above the median of 56.5 and the mean
of 56.6
Structure scores above the median of 47.9 and the mean of
47.4.
Consideration scores above the median of 56.5 and the mean
of 56.6.
Structure scores below the median of 47.9 and the mean of
47.4.

III

Consideration scores below the median of 56.5 and the mean
of 56.6
Structure scores above the median of 47.9 and the mean of
47.4.'

IV

Consideration scores below the median of 56.5 and the mean
of 56.6.
Structure scores below the median of 47.9 and the mean of
47.4.
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'Ihe remainder of this chapter presents the data received.
Highly Considerate/Highly StTilctured Principals
'Ihe division of the 108 principals into four subgroups was
detennined by computing the mean and median for the Consideration and
StTilcture dimensions of the Leadership Opinion Questionnaire.

Group I

consisted of twenty-eight principals having their Consideration scores

f

above the median of 56.6 and mean of 56.5 and their StTilcture scores
above the median of 47. 9 and mean of 47. 4.
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'Ihe LCQ scores for the

pr;in.cipal s in Group I are:
Principal·
1
4
8
22·
30
33
35
37
38
39
49
58
60
61
65
69
72

78
82
85
87
89
90
92
94
95
99
104

District
Atlanta, Georgia
Atlanta, Georgia
Atlanta, Georgia
Peoria, Illinois
Peoria, Illinois
Gary,· Indiana
Gary, Indiana
Gary, Indiana
Gary, Indiana
Gary, Indiana
Vero Beach, Florida
Phoenix, Arizona
Phoenix, Arizona
Phoenix, Arizona
Berea, Ohio
Covington, Georgia
Covington, Georgia
Clinton, Tennessee
Pikeville, Tennessee
Glendale, Arizona
Austin, Texas
Austin, Texas
Lawton, Michigan
Lawton, Michigan
McDonough, Georgia
McDonough, Georgia
Winnemucca, Nevada
Carson City, Nevada

Consideration StTilcture
64
63
63
63
59
63
58
60
69
68
70
60
66
62
61
57
61
58
60
66
63
62
60
61
66
59
58
61

48
59
51
53
55
53
57
. 49
56
48
49
50
49
49
48
51
49
48
48
49
51
51
55
51
49
51
50
51
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Following are the data from the Principal Activity Questionnaires
in which the principals were asked to select the five activities they

most often engaged in (considering number of minutes) during the
implementation of the districts'

Mer

programs and the five activities

(in order of importance) they saw as being the most important in the

development of the districts' programs.
The following table contains two sets of scores for the highly
considerate/highly structured principals.

The first set of columns

lists the ranks and raw scores for the activities actually engaged in
during the ;implementation of the new program.

'Ihe second set of

columns lists the ranks and raw scores for the activities considered
tq be the most important during the implementation of the new program.
'Ihe raw scores were established by assigning five points to the
highest ranked activity, four points to the second ranked activity,
three points to the third ranked activity, two points to the fourth
ranked activity and one point to the fifth ranked activity.

'Ihese

point values were added for each activity, thus determining their

ranks.
'Ihe top ranked activity, for both the actually engaged in category
and the most important category, was "observation, inspection, examination." This activity received a considerably higher raw score than
any other and was the only activity to be ranked in the same position
for both categories.

It was listed as one of the five activities most

often engaged in by eighteen of the twenty-eight principals in this
highly considerate/highly structured group and as one of the five most
important activities by nineteen principals.
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Highly Considerate/Highly Structured Principals

PeoEle Related Activities
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1. Attending connnittee meetings and conferences.
2. Consulting superiors about
technical matters.
3. Consulting superiors about
personal matters .
4. Consulting peers (members
at same echelon).
5. Consulting subordinates
about their work,
training, etc.
6. Consulting subordinates
about their personal
problems, etc.
7. Consulting persons other
than superiors, peers or
subordinates.
8. Teaching, instruction,
training.
~;faking
speeches, addres9.
ses, talks.
10. Attending meetings of
outside groups.

Activities Actually Engaged in
Ranks Raw Scores

Activities Considered
Most Important
Ranks Raw Scores

2

63

4

38

9

20

7

22

11

17

12

11

10

19

6

27

7

24

5

35

5

27

7

22

13

10

·9

21

6

25

3

51

17

5

15

5

19

0

17

3

1

73

1

75

15
4

6
28

19
10

1
16

3

47

12

11

15
19
7
18

6
0
24
4

19
18
2
14

1
2
52

14

9

15

5

12

13

11

15

Individual Activities
11. Observation, inspection,
examination.
12. Reading and answering
mail.
13. Examining reports.
14. Preparing and writing
reports, etc.
15. Reading technical
publications.
16. Writing for publication.
17. Thinking and reflection.
18. Mathematical computation.
19. Preparing charts,
tables, etc.
20. Operation or use of
instruments, machines,
tools, etc.

7
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The second ranked activity that was actually engaged in was
"attending connnittee meetings and conferences" with a raw score of
sixty-three.

This activity was listed by nineteen principals, but

not in as high a position as the first ranked one.

It was noted by

thirteen principals as being one of the most important activities with
a raw score of thirty-eight.

This placed '·'attending cormnittee meetings

and conferences" in the position of the· fourth most important activity
by this group of principals.
"Preparing and writing reports" was the activity ranked in the
third position of those being actually engaged in.

It was. mentioned

by fifteen of the twenty-eight principals in this group and received a
raw score of forty-seven.

This same activity was noted by only five

principals as being one of the five most important activities.which
resulted in a raw score of eleven and a rank in the twelfth position.
The fourth most often engaged in activity by these highly
considerate/highly structured principals was ''examining reports.''

It

was listed by thirteen principals, giving the activity a raw score of

r~','
'

twenty-eight.

Only eight principals listed "examining reports" as one

· of the five activities considered to be the most important.

This gave

the activity a raw score of sixteen which placed it in the tenth ranked
position.
"Consulting subordinates about their personal problems" was the
fifth most often engaged in activity by these highly considerate/highly
structured principals.

It received a raw score of twenty-seven and was

noted by eleven principals in at least one of the five available
positions~

This same activity was ranked as the seventh most important
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by these principals, a ranking very close to the actually engaged in

result.

Eight principals out of the twenty-eight selected it, result-

ing in a raw score of twenty-two.
The sixth activity which was most often engaged in by these
principals was ''teaching, instruction, training.''

It was listed by

eight principals and received a raw score of twenty-five.

Having

received a considerably higher raw score of fifty-one and a ranking of
third was the same activity, but in the most important category.

In

this case "teaching, instruction, training" was noted by fifteen
principals.
Another activity in which the actually engaged in ranking was
lower than the most important ranking was "thinking and reflection."
It was ranked seventh and second respectively.
tion" received

an actually engaged

"Thinking and reflec-

in raw score of twenty-four by

seven principals and a most important raw score of fifty-two by thirteen principals.
"Consulting subordinates about their work, training, etc." was
also ranked in the seventh position of activities which were actually
engaged in.

Receiving a raw score of twenty-four, it was mentioned by

nine principals in this highly considerate/highly structured group.
This was the fifth most important activity, which received a raw score
of thirty-five by thirteen of these twenty-eight principals.
The nintn ranked activity in the actually engaged in category
was "consulting superiors about technical matters." This activity was
selected by seven principals as one of the five most often engaged in,
receiving a raw score of twenty.

This activity was ranked seventh
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in the most important category, which received a raw score of twenty-

two.

There were nine principals in this group who listed "consulting

superiors about technical matters" somewhere in their selections.
"Consulting peers" was ranked as the tenth most often engaged in
activity by the eight principals who mentioned it, thus receiving a
raw score of nineteen.

This same activity was ranked considerably

higher, sixth, by the eleven principals who listed it as one of their
most important.

In this case, "consulting peers" received a raw score

of twenty-seven.
The eleventh ranked activity which was actually engaged in by
these highly considerate/highly structured principals was "consulting
superiors about personal matters."

It received a raw score of seven-

teen· by the five principals who listed it as one of their selections.
This activity was ranked as the twelfth most important while receiving
a raw score of eleven by the four principals who listed it.
"Operation or use of instruments, machines, tools" was ranked
as the twelfth most often engaged in activity by this group.

It was

listed by only four principals and received a raw score of thirteen.
Ranked in relatively the same position, eleventh, this activity was
selected by five principals as their most important.

It received a

raw score of fifteen.
The thirteenh most often engaged in activity was "consulting
persons other than superiors, peers or subordinates," which was listed
by three principals.

It received a raw score of ten.

This same

activity was considered to be the ninth most important activity by
these principals.

It was ranked in one of the top five positions by
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six principals while receiving a raw score of twenty-one.
The remaining activities which were most often engaged in
received rankings of fourteenth or lower and corresponding raw scores
of nine through zero.

These same activities in no case received more

than seven points for any of their raw scores and were ranked from
fourteenth through nineteenth in the most important activity category.
Highly Considerate/Lowly Structured Principals
The division of the 108 principals into four subgroups was determined by computing the mean and median for the Consideration and
Structure dimensions of the Leadership Opinion Questionnaire.

Group

II consists_of twenty-six principals having their Consideration scores
above the median of 56.5 and mean of 56.6 and their Structure scores
below the median of 47. 9 and mean of 47. 4.

The LOQ scores for the

principals in Group II are:
PrinciEal
2
6
7
9
12
13
15
16
19
46
48
51
53
54
55
56
57
59
62
73

District
Atlanta, Georgia
Atlanta, Georgia
Atlanta, Georgia
Atlanta, Georgia
Atlanta, Georgia
Atlanta, Georgia
Atlanta, Georgia
Atlanta, Georgia
Peoria, Illinois
Vero Beach, Florida
Vero Beach, Florida
Omaha, Nebraska
Omaha, Nebraska
Omaha, Nebraska
Omaha, Nebraska
Omaha, Nebraska
Omaha, Nebraska
Phoenix, Arizona
Phoenix, Arizona
Panaca, Nevada

Consideration Structure
61
63
65
59
63
57
65
59
57
60
62
60
67
63
61
58
57
65
68
61

44
39
44
39
36
45
44
42
37
46
44
31
46
46
35
43
41
47
36
28

Following are the data from the Principal Activity

Questionna~re

in which the principals were asked to select the five activities they
most often engaged in (considering number of minutes) during the
implementation of the district's MCI' program and the five activities
(in order of importance) they saw as being the most important in the
development of the district's program.
The following table contains two sets of scores for the highly
considerate/lowly structured principals.

The first set of columns

lists the ranks and raw scores for the activities actually engaged in
during the implementation of the new program.

The second set of

colllI!Il1s lists the ranks and raw scores for the activities considered
to be the most important during the implementation of the new program.
The raw scores were established by assigning five points to the highest
ranked activity, four points to the second ranked activity, three
points to the third ranked activity, two points to the fourth ranked
activity and one point to the fifth ranked activity.

These point

values were added for each activity, thus determining their ranks.
The top ranked activity for both the actually engaged in category
and the most important category, was "observation, inspection, examination." This activity received considerably more points in its raw
score than any other and was one of the few activities to be ranked in
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Highly Considerate/Lowll Structured PrinciEals

People Related Activities

r
~
~
,,
'

1. Attending committee meetings and conferences.
2. Consulting superiors about
technical matters.
3. Consulting superiors about
personal matters.
4. Consulting peers (members
at same echelon).
5. Consulting subordinates
about their work,
training, etc.
6. Consulting subordinates
about their personal
problems, etc.
7. Consulting persons other
than superiors, peers or
subordinates.
8. T~aching, instruction,
training.
9. Making speeches, addresses, talks. ·
Attending
meetings of
10.
outside groups.

Activities Actually Fngaged in
Ranks Raw Scores

Activities Considered
Most Important
Ranks Raw Scores

2

43

5

27

11

13

11

15

13

10

14

7

9

20

7

22

3

40

3

46

6

27

4

31

10

15

7

22

5

32

2

52

14

8

13

8

17

0

17

1

1

68

1

73

15
4

7
35

17
10

1
18

7

26

9

20

15
17
8
17

7
0
25
0

12
19
6
19

13
0
25
0

16

3

16

4

12

11

15

5

Individual Activities
11. Observation, inspection,
examination.
12. Reading and answering
mail.
13. Examining reports.
14. Preparing and writing
reports, etc.
15. Reading technical
publications.
16. Writing for publication.
17. Thinking and reflection.
18. Mathematical computation.
19. Preparing charts,
tables, etc.
20. Operation or use of
instruments, machines,
tools, etc.
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the same position .for both categories.

It was listed as one of the

five activities most often engaged in by eighteen of the twenty-six
principals in this highly considerate/lowly stnictured group and by
twenty principals as one of the five most important activities.
The second ranked activity that was actually engaged in was
"attending committee meetings and conferences" with a raw score of
forty-three.

This activity was selected by fourteen principals.

It

was noted by eleven principals as being one of the most important
activities with a raw score of twenty-seven.

This placed "attending

committee meetings and conferences" in the position of the. fifth most
important activity by this group of principals.
"Consulting subordinates about their work, training" was one of
the activities ranked in the same position, third, for both categories.
It was selected as one of the five activities most often engaged in by
twelve of the twenty-six principals and again by twelve as one of the
five most important activities.

This activity received raw scores of

forty and forty-six respectively.
The fourth most often engaged in activity by these highly
considerate/lowly stnictured principals was "examining reports."

It

was listed by thirteen principals, giving the activity a raw score of
thirty-five.

Only nine principals listed "examining reports" as one

of the five activities considered to be the most important.

This

gave the activity a raw score of eighteen which placed it in the tenth
ranked position.
"Teaching, instniction, training" was the fifth most often
engaged in activity by these highly considerate/lowly stnictured
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principals.

It received a raw score of thirty-two and was noted by

eight principals in at least one of the five available positions.

This

same activity was ranked as the second most important by these principals.

Fourteen out of the twenty-six in this group selected it, which

resulted in a raw score of fifty-two.
The sixth ranl:ed activity which was most often engaged in by
these principals was "consulting subordinates about their personal problems, etc."

It was listed by ten principals and received a raw

score of twenty-seven.

Having received a slightly higher raw score

of thirty-one and a ranking of fourth was the same activity, but this
time in the most important category.

It was selected by eleven dif-

ferent principals.
· "Preparing and writing reports, etc." was the seventh most often
engaged in activity with a raw score of twenty-six and a frequency of
ten principals.

This same activity was selected by· nine principals

as one of the five most important activities which resulted in a rank
of ninth and a raw score of twenty.
The eighth ranked activity in the actually engaged in category
was "thinking and reflection." This activity was selected by six
principals as one of the five most often engaged in, receiving a raw
score of twenty-five.

This activity was ranked sixth in the most

important category, also receiving a raw score of twenty-five.

There

were ten principals in this group who listed "thinking and reflection"
somewhere in their selections.
"Consulting peers" was ranked as the ninth most often engaged in
activity by the eight principals who mentioned it, thus receiving a
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raw score of twenty.

'Tilis same activity was ranked slightly higher,

seventh, by the eight principals who listed it as one of their most
important.

In this case, "consulting peers" received a raw score of

twenty-two.
'Ille tenth ranked activity which was actually engaged in by these
highly considerate/lowly structured principals was "consulting persons
other than superiors peers or subordinates."

It received a raw score

of fifteen by the six principals who listed it as one of their selections.

'Tilis activity was ranked as the seventh most important while

receiving a raw score of twenty-two by the nine principals who listed
it.
"Consulting superiors about technical matters" was another of the
activities ranked in the same position, eleventh, for both categories.
It was selected as one of the five activities, most often engaged in
by six of the twenty-six principals and again by five of them as one
of the most :important.

'Tilis activity received raw scores of thirteen

and fifteen respectively.
'Ille thirteenth most often engaged in activity was ''consul ting,
superiors about personal matters," which was listed by three principals.
It received a raw score of ten.

'Tilis same activity was considered to

be the fourteenth most :important by these principals.

It was ranked in

one of the top five positions by only two principals while receiving a
raw score of seven.
'Ille remaining activities which were most often engaged in
received ranks of fourteenth or lower and corresponding raw scores of
eight through zero.

'Tilese same activities received raw.scores of
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thirteen through zero while being ranked in positions thirteenth to
nineteenth in the most important category.
Lowly Considerate/Hi&hlY Structured Principals
The division of the 108 principals into four subgroups was determined by computing the mean and median for the Consideration and
Structure dimensions of the Leadership Opinion Questionnaire.

Group

III consists of twenty-nine principals having their Consideration
scores below the median of S6.S and mean of S6.6 and their Structure
scores above the median of 47.9 and mean of 47.4.

The LOQ scores for

the principals in Group III are:
PrinciEal
3
17

20
21
23
24
26
27
28
29
31
32
34
40
42
63
68
71
7S
77
84
86
88
96
100
102
106
108

District
Atlanta, Georgia
Atlanta, Georgia
Peoria, Illinois
Peoria, Illinois
Peoria, Illinois
Peoria, Illinois
Peoria, Illinois
Peoria, Illinois
Peoria, Illinois
Peoria, Illinois
Peoria, Illinois
Peoria, Illinois
Gary, Indiana
Gary, Indiana
Gary, Indiana
Berea, Ohio
Covington, Georgia
Covington, Georgia
Panaca, Nevada
Clinton, Tennessee
Glendale, Arizona
Glendale, Arizona
Austin, Texas
Lovelock, Nevada
Gardnerville, Nevada
Sarasota, Florida
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Camden, Tennessee

Consideration Structure

47
49
38
S3

Sl
64
S2
49

S2
SS
SS
S4

S7
67
71
Sl
S3
60

so

so

Sl
S3
4S
48
49

so

S6
S2
S2
Sl
Sl
S6

so

43
S3
S2
49
S6

so

so
S7
so

48
Sl
SS
S9
S2
S6
SS
S6
S2
48

so

Sl
S9
48

f
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f
t
r
~

Following are the data from the Principal Activity QuestioIUlaire,
in which the principals were asked to select the five activities they
most often engaged in (considering number of minutes) during the
implementation of the district's MCT program and the five activities
(in order of importance) they saw as being the most important in the
development of the district's program.
TI1.e following table contains two ·sets of scores for the lowly
considerate/highly structured principals.

TI1.e first set of columns

lists the ranks and raw scores for the activities actually engaged in
during the implementation of the new program.

TI1.e second set of

columns lists the ranks and raw scores for the activities considered to
be the most important during the implementation of the new program.
TI1.e raw scores were established by assigning five points to the
highest ranked activity, four points to the second ranked activity,
three points to the third ranked activity, two points to the fourth
ranked activity and one point to the fifth ranked activity.

TI1.ese

point values were added for each activity, thus determining their
ranks.
TI1.e top ranked activity, for both the actually engaged in category and the most important category was "observation, inspection,
examination." It was one of the few activities to be ranked in the
same position for both categories.

'Ibis activity received a much

higher raw score, seventy-five, than any other activity in the actually
engaged in category.

It was listed as one of the five activities most

often engaged in by twenty-two of the twenty-nine principals in this
lowly considerate/highly structured group and as one of the five most
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Lowly Structured/Highly Considerate Principals

PeoEle Related Activities
1. Attending committee meet-

ings and conferences.
2. Consulting superiors about
technical matters.
Consulting
superiors about
3.
personal matters.
4. Consulting peers (members
at same echelon).
s. Consulting subordinates
about their work,
training, etc.
6. Consulting subordinates
about their personal
problems, etc.
7. Consulting persons other
than superiors, peers or
subordinates.
8. Teaching, instruction,
training.
9. Making speeches, addresses, talks.
10. Attending meetings of
outside groups.

Activities Actually Fngaged in
Ranks Raw Scores

Activities Considered
Most Important
Ranks Raw Scores

2

60

4

39

6

30

7

20

16

7

17

4

7

28

5

37

9

18

9

18

10

14

10

12

16

7

·11

11

3

47

2

74

12

10

13

7

12

10

13

7

1

75

1

76

15
5

8

34

19
6

2
24

8

21

15

5

12
19
19

10
0
40
0

12
15
3
20

10
5
59
1

18

3

17

4

11

13

7

20

Individual Activities
11. Observation, inspection,
examination.
12. Reading and answering
mail.
13. Examining reports.
14. Preparing and writing
reports, etc.
15. Reading technical
publications.
16. Writing for publication.
17. Thinking and reflection.
18. Mathematical computation.
19. Preparing charts,
tables, etc.
20. Operation or use of
instruments, machines,
tools, etc.

4
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important activities by twenty-three principals.
The second ranked activity that was actually engaged in was
"attending corrnnittee meetings and conferences" with a raw score of
sixty.

This activity was selected in at least one of the five posi-

tions by fifteen principals.

It was noted by thirteen principals as

being one of the most :important activities with a raw score of thirtynine.

This placed "attending corrnnittee meetings and conferences" in

the position of the fourth most important activity by this group.
"Teaching, instruction, training" was the third most often
engaged in activity, with a raw score of forty-seven.

It was mentioned

in at least one of the five positions by seventeen principals.

This

activity received a higher ranking, second, in the most important
category with a raw score of seventy-four.

It was listed as one of

the five most :important activities by twenty of the twenty-nine principals in this group.
The fourth ranked activity, ''thinking and reflection,'' was selectec
by ten principals as being one of the activities most often engaged in·.
It had a raw score of forty in this category while receiving a raw
score of fifty-nine in the most :important category.

This gave "think-

ing and reflection" a rank of third while being selected by fifteen
principals in this category of activities considered to be the most
important.
"Examining reports" was the fifth most often engaged in activity
by these lowly considerate/highly structured principals.

It received

a raw score of thirty-four and was noted by fourteen principals in at
least one of the five available positions.

This same activity was
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ranked as the sixth most important by these principals.

Eleven out of

the twenty-nine in this group selected it, which resulted in a raw
score of twenty-four.
The sixth ranked activity which was most often engaged in by
these principals was "consulting superiors about technical matters."
It was listed by nine principals and received a raw score of thirty.
Only six principals listed "consulting ·superiors about technical matters" as one of the five activities considered to be the most
important.

This gave the activity a raw score of twenty which placed

it in the seventh ranked position.
"Consulting peers" was ranked as the seventh most often engaged
in activity by the eleven principals who mentioned it, thus receiving
a raw score of twenty-eight.

This same activity was ranked slightly

higher, fifth, by the twelve principals who listed it as one of their
most important.

In this case, "consulting peers" received a raw score

of thirty-seven.
The eighth ranked activity in the actually engaged in category
was "preparing and writing reports." This activity was selected by
seven principals as one of the most often engaged in, receiving a raw
score of twenty-one.

This activity was ranked fifteenth in the most

important category, having received a raw score of five.

There were

only three principals in this group who listed "preparing and writing
reports" somewhere in their selections.
"Consulting subordinates about their work, training" was the
ninth most often engaged in activity with a raw score of eighteen and
a frequency of only six principals.

This same activity was again
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selected by six principals as one of the five most important activities
which resulted in a rank of ninth and a raw score of eighteen.
"Consulting subordinates about their personal problems" was
another of the activities ranked in the same position, tenth, for both
categories.

It was selected as one of the five activities most often

engaged in by seven of the twenty-nine principals and again by seven of
them as one of the most important.

Thfs activity received raw scores

of fourteen and twelve respectively.
The eleventh ranked activity which was actually engaged in by
these lowly considerate/highly structured principals was "operation or
use of instruments, machines, tools."

It received a raw score of

thirteen by the four principals who listed it as one of their choices.
This· same activity was considered to be the seventh most important by
these principals.

It was ranked in one of the top five positions by

six principals while receiving a raw score of twenty.
The remaining activities which were most often engaged in
received ranks of twelfth or lower and corresponding raw scores of
ten through zero.

These same activities received raw scores of eleven

· through one while being ranked in positions eleventh to twentieth in
the most important category.
Lowly Considerate/Lowly Structured Principals
The division of the 108 principals into four subgroups was determined by computing the mean and median for the Consideration and
Structure dimensions of the Leadership Opinion Questionnaire.

Group

IV consists of twenty-five principals having their Consideration scores
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below the median of 56.5 and mean of 56.6 and their Structure scores
below the median of 47.9 and mean of 47.4.

The LOQ scores for the

principals in Group IV are:
Principal
5

10
11
14
18
25
36
41
43
44

45
47
50
52
64
66
67
70
76

81
91
93

97
98
105

District

Consideration Structure

Atlanta, Georgia
Atlanta, Georgia
Atlanta, Georgia
Atlanta, Georgia
Peoria, Illinois
Peoria, Illinois
Gary, Indiana
Gary, Indiana
Vero Beach, Florida
Vero Beach, Florida
Vero Beach, Florida
Vero Beach, Florida
Vero Beach, Florida
Omaha, Nebraska
Berea, Ohio
Berea, Ohio
Berea, Ohio
Covington, Georgia
Panaca, Nevada
Pikeville, Tennessee
Lawton, Tennessee
McDonough, Georgia
Lovelock, Nevada
Winnenrucca, Nevada
Carson City, Nevada

52
52
45
48

43
36
47
44

56
49
51
56
52
49
56
51
55
54
50
49
49
56
49
55
55
56
54
56

40

. 38

46
43

44
46
46
43

40

43
42
38
40
43

44
45
35

44

45
32

44
47

Following are the data from the Principal Activity Questionnaire,
in which the principals were asked to select the five activities they

most often engaged in (considering number of minutes) during the
implementation of the district's MCT program and the five activities
(in order of importance) they saw as being the most important in the
development of .the district's program.
The following table contains two sets of scores for the lowly
considerate/lowly structured principals.

The first set of colU1IU1s

lists the ranks and raw scores for the activities actually engaged in

t
f.
f
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Lowly Considerate/Lowly Structured Principals

PeoEle Related Activities

Activities Actually Engaged in
Ranks Raw Scores

1. Attending committee meet-

ings and conferences.
2. Consulting superiors about
technical matters.
3. Consulting superiors about
personal matters.
4. Consulting peers (members
at same echelon).
5. Consulting subordinates
about their work,
training, etc.
6. Consulting subordinates
about their personal
problems, etc.
7. Consulting persons other
than superiors, peers or
subordinates.
8. Teaching, instruction,
training.
9. Making speeches, addresses, talks.
10. Attending meetings of
outside groups.

Activities Considered
Most Important
Ranks Raw Scores

4

35

6

25

9

22

7

20

13

7

15

5

7

27

9

18

8

25

5

27

11

12

11

12

12

9

10

17

5

33

3

46

19

1

18

2

10

20

15

5

1

50

1

61

16
6

5
29

19
4

1
29

3

39

7

20

15
20
2
18

5
0
43
3

15
19
2
11

5
1
52
12

17

4

13

9

14

6

14

8

Individual Activities
11. Observation, inspection,
examination.
12. Reading and answering
mail.
13. Examining reports.
14. Preparing and writing
reports, etc.
15. Reading technical
publications.
Writing
for publication.
16.
'Ihinking
and reflection.
17.
18. Mathematical computation.
19. Preparing charts,
tables, etc.
20. Operation or use of
instn.nnents, machines,
tools, etc.
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during implementation of the new program.

'Ihe second set of colwnns

lists the ranks and raw scores for the activities considered to be the
most important during the implementation of the new program.

'Ihe raw

scores were established by assigning five points to the highest ranked
activity, four points to the second ranked activity, three points to the
third ranked activity, two points to the fourth ranked activity and' one
point to the fifth ranked activity.

These point values were added for

each activity, thus determining their ranks.
'Ihe top ranked activity for both the actually engaged in category
and the most important category, was "observations, inspection, examination.'' 'Ihis activity was one of the few to be ranked in the same
position for both categories.
sixty-one respectively.

It received raw scores of fifty and

'Ihis activity was listed as one of the five

activities most often engaged in by sixteen of the twenty-five principals and as one of the five most important activities, again by sixteen
principals.
'Ihe second ranked activity that was actually engaged in was
"thinking and reflection" with a raw score of forty-three.

'Ihis

activity was selected in at least one of the five positions by eleven
principals.

It was noted by twelve principals as being one of the

most important activities with a raw score of fifty-two.

'Ihis placed

"thinking and reflection" again in the second ranked position by this
group of principals.
"Preparing and writing reports" was the third most often engaged
in activity, with a raw score of thirty-nine.

It was mentioned in at

least one of the five positions by fourteen principals.

'Ihis activity
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was ranked as the seventh most important activity with a raw score of
twenty and a selection frequency of twelve principals.
The fourth ranked activity, "attending committee meetings and
conferences" was selected by thirteen principals as being one of the
activities most often engaged in.

It had a raw score of thirty-five

in this category while receiving a raw score of twenty-five in the most
important category.

This gave "attend:fog comrni ttee meetings and con-

ferences" a rank of sixth while being selected by eight principals in
this category of activities considered to be the most important.
"Teaching, instruction, training" was ranked as the .fifth most
often engaged in activity by the nine principals who mentioned it, thus
having received a raw score of thirty-three.

This same activity was

ranked slightly higher, third, by the fourteen principals who listed
it as one of their most important.

In this case, "teaching, instruc-

tion, training" received a raw score of forty-six.
The sixth ranked activity in the actually engaged in category
was "examining reports." This activity was selected by nine principals
as one of the most often engaged in, receiving a raw score of twentynine.

This activity was ranked fourth in the most important category,

also having received a raw score of twenty-nine.

There were eleven

principals who listed the activity somewhere in their selections.
"Consulting peers" was the seventh most often engaged in activity
with a raw score of twenty-seven and a selection frequency of nine
principals.

This same activity was considered to be the ninth most

important by these principals with a raw score of eighteen.

It was

ranked in one of the top five positions of importance by nine principals
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in this group.

The eighth ranked activity in the actually engaged in category
was "consulting subordinates about their work, training." This activity
was listed by eleven principals as one of the most often engaged in,
having received a raw score of twenty-five.

This activity was ranked

fifth in the most important category, having received a raw score of
twenty-seven.

There were nine principals who noted this activity some-

where in their selections of most important activities.
"Con$ulting superiors about technical matters" was ranked as the
ninth most often engaged in activity by the eight principals who listed

t

it, thus having received a raw score of twenty-two.

~

was ranked slightly higher, seventh, by the six principals who listed

"

This same activity

I(

t(:

it as one of their most important.

t

about technical matters" received a raw score of twenty.

r

In this case, "consulting' superiors

{.

The tenth ranked activity most often engaged in was "attending
meetings of outside groups" which received a raw score of twenty.
was selected for this category by five principals.

It

This same activity

was ranked fifteenth, but only due to one principal's selection of it
as the most important, thus giving it a raw score of five.
"Consulting subordinates about their personal problems" received
a raw score of twelve which determined its eleventh place rank.

This

was based on the selections of the most often engaged in activities by
four principals.

This activity was also ranked as eleventh in the

most important category.

The raw score again was twelve due to the

selections of four principals.
The remaining activities which were most often engaged in
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received ranks of twelfth through twentieth and corresponding raw
scores of nine through zero.

'Ihese same activities received raw scores

of seventeen through one while being ranked in positions tenth through
nineteenth in the most important activity category.
Factors Which Affected the Principals' Activities
After the questionnaires were scored and reviewed, a number of
discrepancies became apparent.

Regardless of the principals' leader-

ship styles, there were thirty-one principals that had discrepancies
between three, four or five of the activities that were considered as
being the most important and those that were actually engaged in.
Letters were sent to these principals which asked what prevented them
from_ actually engaging in those activities that they saw as
most important.

b~ing

the

Sixteen responses were returned with phone interviews

being conducted with six of them in order to gain further elaboration
as to the reasons for the discrepancies.
A further review of the original sample revealed another group
of thirty-four principals which had discrepancies between their leadership styles and the amount of people related and individual activities
the principals actually engaged in.

Discrepancies in these cases

were considered to be high consideration scores and low amounts of
people-related activities or high structure scores and low amounts of
individual activities.

Letters were sent to the thirty-four principals

in this group asking what caused these adjustments in their leadership
styles.

Seventeen responses were returned with phone interviews

being conducted with six of them in order to gain further elaboration
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as to the reasons for the discrepancies.
The two groups described above were combined due to the similarity
which determine their selection, that is, discrepancies existed
between their "actual" activities and their "ideal" activities.

Thus

the responses of the thirty-three principals will be examined collectively according to their leadership styles.
Group I:

Highly Considerate/Highly Structured Principals

The major constraint that caused an adjustment in these principals' leader?hip styles was a lack of time.

One principal felt there

was never enough time to do some of the activities that were considered
the most important.

Another stated that the lack of an assistant

forced the performance of certain activities to be done in the limited
amount of time available.
neglected.

Thus sometimes the important things were

One principal cited a lack of time, but accepted the

blame for not putting forth more effort.

Two other principals noted

reasons that could also be related to the lack of time problem.

These

were the abundance of paperwork required by the central office and the
fact that ideas and techniques that did not work had to be discarded.
The amount of paperwork was due to requests from higher bureaucratic
organizations such as the state and federal governments.

The opportunity

for trial and error in the use of certain ideas and techniques was
noted as a need to meet the changing climate of the world today.
Group II:

Highly Considerate/Lowly Structured Principals

The major constraints that caused adjustments in these principals'
leadership styles were the requirements by the central off ices to fulf ilJ
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certain tasks.

I

One principal noted that attendance at connnittee meet-

ings and the preparation of reports prevented the participation in

[

activities felt to be the most important.

'

even a people oriented principal must complete certain reports since

~

i

This principal stated that

they can't really be delegrated to teachers.
greatest sources of frustration.

These reports were the

.Another principal noted that the job

was task-oriented by nature but her training, as a counselor, was
people oriented.

Very often one had to go to the people to get the

task completed.
Group III:

Lowly Considerate/Highly Structured Principals

The major constraint that caused an adjustment in these principals' leadership styles was a lack of time.

This was due to

with superiors and other support service personnel.
ings were random and unscheduled.

~eetings

Often these meet-

One principal related that there

was no control over the variables of the schedule.

It was dictated by

the superintendent or other central office personnel.

.Another princi-

pal was in a district that allowed considerable flexibility.

There was

no conflict concerning the superintendent's directives since the
principals had the opportunity for input.

.Another principal stated

that directives were projected by the board of education and the superil).tendent and were firm and had to be carried out.

This responsibility

to fulfill certain assigned tasks was the reason for the adjustment to
leadership style.
Group IV:

Lowly Considerate/Lowly Structured Principals

The major constraint that caused an adjustment in these
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principals' leadership styles was a lack of time.

One principal

pointed out that the trivia that conslililed his time prevented participation in the most important activities.

More reports, more meetings,

more staff, more programs, more students and more demands on time
have entered the work day with no increase in available hours .
.Another principal related that during school hours, people related
activities took precedence, while after. school, task oriented activities were most important.

.Another principal noted that the increased

amollllt of paperwork and the demands of the commllllity left little time
to engage in the most important activities.

One principal pointed out

the great amollllt of time spent with coIIlIIIl.lllity members and superiors
which had to do with the positive and negative implications of the
miniriunn competency testing program.

This amollllt of time was misjudged

which left less time to engage in the most important activities.

The

remaining principals cited a lack of time as the major factor which
caused the adjustment in their leadership styles.
Lack of time and central office demands were the two major
reasons for the discrepancies between the principals' "actual" behavior
·and their "ideal" behavior.
four leadership styles.

These constraints were present for all

CHAPTER IV
.ANALYSIS OF DATA
It was the purpose of this research to determine if there is a
relationship between the leadership dimensions of the principal and
the activities engaged in during the implementation of a new district
program, in this case minimum competency testing (MCf).

The dimensions

of the principal's leadership style, as measured by the Leadership
Opinion Questionnaire (LOQ), were related to the principal's activities,
as measured by the Principal Activity Questionnaire (PAQ).
The L0Q (a copy is contained in the appendix) developed by
Fleishman during the Ohio State Leadership Studies, described one's
leadership style through two dimensions, Consideration and Structure.
They were defined as follows:
Consideration--Reflects the extent to which an individual is likely
to have job relationships with subordinates characterized by nrutual
trust, respect for their ideas, consideration of their feelings,
and a certain warmth between the individual and them. A high
score is indicative of a climate of good rapport and two-way
corrnnunication. A low score indicates the individual is likely to
be more impersonal in relationships with group members.
Stnlcture--Reflects the extent to which an individual is likely to
define and structure his or her own role and those of subordinates
toward goal attainment. A high score on this dimension characterized
individuals who play a very active role in directing group activities through planning, comrm.micating information, scheduling,
criticizing, trying out new ideas, and so forth. A low score
characterizes individuals who are likely to be relatively inactive
in giving direction in these ways. 1

!Edwin A. Fleishman, Manual for Leadership Opinion
(Chicago: Science Research Associates, Inc., 1969, p. 1.
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estinnaire,
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The PAQ (a copy is contained in the appendix), which was adapted
from Shartle and Stogdill's Work Analysis Forms, determined whether
the principal engaged in people-related activities or individual activities.

They were defined as follows:

P~ohle-Related

wit persons.

Activities - time spent in various types of contacts

Individual Activities - time spent in various types of individual
effort. 2
·
Thus the purpose of this research was to determine how the principal behaved when leading in a given situation.

More specifically,

the following hypotheses were tested:
H1 Th.ere is a significant relationship between a highly
considerate/highly structured principal and the amollllt of
people-related and individual activities engaged lli during
the implementation of a new district program.

Hz

Th.ere is a relationship between a highly considerate/highly
structured principal and the kind of activities engaged in
during the implementation of a new district program.

H3 Th.ere is a significant relationship between a highly
considerate/lowly structured principal and the amollllt of
people-related and individual activities engaged in during
the implementation of a new district program.
H4 There is a relationship between a highly considerate/lowly
structured principal and the kind of activities engaged in

2Carroll L. Shartle and Ralph M. Stogdill, Work Analysis Forms,
(Colrnnbus: Ohio State l.hliversity, 1957), pp. 1-2.
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during the implementation of a new district program.
H5 There is a significant relationship between a lowly
considerate/highly structured principal and the amount of
people-related and individual activities engaged in during
the implementation of a new district program.
H6 There is a relationship between a lowly considerate/highly
structured principal and the kind of activities engaged in
during the implementation of a new district program.
H7 There is a significant relationship between a lowly
considerate/lowly structured principal and the amount of
people-related and individual activities engaged in during
the implementation of a new district program.
· H3 There is a relationship between a lowly considerate/lowly
structured principal and the kind of activities engaged in
during the implementation of a new district program.
Hg There is a relationship between the activities a principal
is actually engaged in during the implementation of a new
district program and the activities a principal sees as
being the most important during the implementation of this
program.
Procedure
A written request was made to all superintendents of education
throughout the fifty states asking them to recommend school districts
that had implemented minimum competency testing programs.

Forty-one

superintendents responded with one hundred districts being recommended.
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Questionnaires were then sent to these districts asking for a
brief description of their MCT programs.
for the purpose of the MCT standards.

One of the questions asked

This was neecte.d to distinguish

a "true MCT" program from a mere "testing" program ... In order for the
district to be eligible for this research, the MCT standards had to be
used to determine one's graduation from either high school or elementary
school, or to determine one's promotion: from grade to grade.

Thus

sixty superintendents responded as being willing to participate in
this study, with programs from forty-three districts meeting the
required definition of a "true MCT" program.
Letters were sent in March 1980 to the superintendents of these
forty-three districts asking if they would distribute the two questionnaires (IDQ and PAQ) and a cover letter of introduction to their
principals or forward their names and addresses for individual mailings.
Twenty-three school districts responded resulting in a sample of 108
principals.
Upon receipt of the IDQ's and the PAQ's from all 108 principals,
the instruments were scored and the principals were assigned to one
of four groups.

These groups were determined by the computation of

the median and mean of the Consideration and Structure dimensions of
the IDQ.

The median of all Consideration scores was 56.5 while the

mean was 56.6.

The median of all Structure scores was 47.9 while the

mean was 47.4., Thus the four groups were defined as follows:
I

Consideration scores above the median of 56.5 and the mean
of 56.6.
Structure scores above the median of 47.9 and the mean of
47.4.
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II

Consideration scores above the median of 56.5 and the mean
of 56.6.
Structure scores below the median of 47.9 and the mean of
47.4.

III

Consideration scores below the median of 56.5 and the mean
of 56.6.
Structure scores above the median of 47.9 and the mean of
47.4.

IV

Consideration scores below the median of 56.5 and the mean
of 56.6.
Structure scores below the median of 47.9 and the mean of
47.4.

This breakdown of the sample into four subgroups, each with a
distinct leadership style, was the major purpose of the LOQ.
The L0Q was a self-administered instrument to which individuals
responded in terms of how frequently they thought they should engage
in the behavior described in each item.
scored 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4.

Alternative answers were

Internal consistency reliabiliteis of .74

for the Consideration dimension and .80 for the Structure dimension
were obtained by Fleishman using the split-half method.3 These,
together with test retest reliabilities of .79 for Consideration and
.71 for Structure, provided an appropriately reliable instrument.4
Correlations between Consideration and Structure scores for various
samples were also made by Fleishman and these demonstrated no evidence
of "halo" and "social desirability" tendencies.
to maximize construct validity.

The LOQ

\'13.S

developed

Fleishman noted that the two dimensions

measured by the questionnaire were developed by factor analysis

3Fleishman, Manual for Leadership Opinion Questionnaire, p. 1.
4Ibid.
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procedures, and an item analysis was carried out to provide homogeneous
measures of Consideration and Structure. 5
The L0Q was reviewed by Gibb who noted, "that despite difficulties
and as yet incomplete information, the L0Q is a well made instrument. 11 6
Kircher, in reviewing the LOQ, indicated that overall, it is not a bad
instrument.

It has been developed through careful research and statis-

tical techniques and appears to be reliable.

It presents good evidence

of validity, presents reasonably good norms, and seems well suited for
research activities.7
The PAQ was an instrument adopted from the Work Analysis Forms by
Shartle and Stogdill, also during the Ohio State Leadership Studies.
The Work Analysis Forms listed the same activities as the PAQ, but
they·were separated into two groups; time spent on contact with people
and time spent in individual effort.

The activities listed on the

Work Analysis Forms were selected by the authors because they seemed to
be events that take place in all types of executive action.

Individuals

were asked to put the percentage of time spent in each activity
described.

In this study all the activities were grouped together

. and each principal was asked to select the five activities most often
engaged in (considering the nlUllber of minutes) during the implementation of the district's MCT program and the five activities (in order

5Ibid. ' p. 2.
6Qscar K. Buras, The Seventh Mental Measurements Yearbook, 2
vols (Highland Park, N.J.: The Gryphon Press, 1972), p. 1531.
7Qscar K. Buros, The Sixth Mental Measurements Yearbook, 2 vols
(Highland Park, N.J.: The Gryphon Press, 1965), p. 1191.
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of importance) viewed as being the most important in the development
of the district's

Mer program.

Scoring of the PAQ's consisted of

determining whether the activities were ''people-related'' or ''individual.''
These totals were used in the testing of Hi, H3, Hs, and H7.

The PAQ's

were also scored by assigning five points to the highest ranked activity,
four points to the second ranked activity, three points to the third
ranked activity, two points to the fourth ranked activity, and one
point to the fifth ranked activity for both the Actually Engaged In
scores and the Most Important

scores~

These totals produced the ''raw

score" values for each activity which were ranked in order for the
four subgroups of principals.

These "raw scores" and "ranks" were used

in the testing of Hz, H4 , H6 , H8 and Hg.

Although validity and reli-

ability measures were established for the Work Analysis Forms, the measures were not investigated for this research.
Following in this chapter is an intra-group analysis of each of
the four groups of principals and an inter-group analysis among the
same.

INTRA-GROUP ANALYSIS
Highly·considerate/Highly Structured Principals
The data concerning the amotillt of people-related activities/
individual activities selected by this group of Highly Considerate/
Highly Structured Principals are as follows:
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Number of
People-Related
Activities

Nurriber of
Individual
Activities

0
1
2
3
4
5

5
4
3
2
1
0

Number of
PrinciEals
1
3
9
10

5
0

Per Cent
of Group I
PrinciEals
3.6
10.7
32.1
35.7
17.9
0

Per Cent
of TOTAL
PrinciEals
.9
2.8
8.3
9.3
4.6
0

These principals, based on their LOQ scores, would be expected
to exhibit highly considerate behavior characterized by mutual trust
with subordinates, respect for their feelings, a climate of good
rapport, and two-way communication.

They would also be expected to

exhibit highly structured behavior characterized by a very active role
in directing group activities, defining and structuring of roles for
self and subordinates toward goal attainment, planning, criticizing,
and trying out new ideas.
Kerlinger noted that the best advice for handling categorical
data is to calculate Chi-square, calculate the Coefficient of Contingency, calculate the percentages and then interpret the data using all
the infonnation. 8 Thus cross tabulations of the four principal groups
and the "actually engaged in" scores were computed.

A review of the

frequencies, listed earlier in this section, indicated a mixture of
people-related activities and individual activities.

The majority of

principals engaged in either three people related activities and two
individuals activities or vice versa.

These selections indicated that

'

nothing significant was demonstrated and was further emphasized by the

BFred N. Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavioral Research, 2nd ed.,.
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1973), p. 172.
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examination of a number of statistical tests.

One of the most useful

of these tests is the Chi-square test of statistical significance.

The

value calculated was 4.44282 with ten degrees of freedom thus establishing an exact significance value of .9252.

This means that the obtained

results could occur ''by chance" more than ninety-two times in one hundred trials, thus indicating little significance.

This finding was

further supported by an examination of the Coefficient of Contingency
which in this case gave a value of .19878.

The Contingency Coefficient

is an index of the strength of the association between nominal variables.
The minimum value is zero and occurs when the two variables are indeSince the value obtained in this research was relatively

pendent.

close to zero it can be concluded that a very weak association existed,
thus establishing that the dimensions of the principal's ieadership
style do not have a significant relationship to the amount of people~elated

and individual activities that were actually engaged in.
Highly Considerate/Highly Structured Principals

M:>st Important Actually Engaged In
Weighted
Weighted
Rariks Scores
Ranks Scores
Activities
1
4

75
38

1
2

73
63

12

11

3

47

10
7

16
22

4
5

28
27

3
5

51
35

6
7

25
24

2

52

7

24

Observation, inspection, examination.
Attending committee meetings and
conferences.
Preparing and writing reports,
orders, memos.
Examining reports.
Consulting subordinates about their
personal problems, grievances, discipline, absences, etc.
Teaching, instruction, training.
Consulting subordinates about their
work, training, advancement, benefits,
etc.
Thinking and reflection.
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tvbst Important Actually Engaged In
weighted
Weighted
Ranks Scores
Ranks Scores
Activities
7

22

9

20

6

27

10

19

12

11

11

17

11

15

12

13

9

21

13

10

15
17
17

5
1
1
5

14
15
15
17
18
19
19

5

14
18
6

7
2

3

9

6
6
5
4
0
0

Consulting superiors about technical
matters.
Consulting peers (members at same
echelon).
Consulting superiors about personnel matters.
Operation or use of instruments,
machines, tools, charts, inspection
forms, etc.
Consulting persons other than
superiors, peers or subordinates.
Preparing charts, tables and diagrams.
Reading and answering mail.
Reading technical publications.
Making speeches, addresses, talks.
Mathematical computation.
Writing for publication.
Attending meetings of outside groups.

1he kind of activities engaged in by these highly considerate/
highly structured principals provided a variety of results.
1he top ranked activity "observation, inspection, examination,"
was a logical and necessary activity in the implementation of the new
program.

1his was true regardless of the principal's leadership style.

Before a principal can make effective decisions, a certain amount of
;information and familiarity with the program's methods and objectives
must be gained.

Thus the "observation, inspection, examination" activity

could have involved either the condition of the present program or the
implications of the proposed program.

The importance of this activity

was realized by the principals in their designation of it as the most
important.

'Ihe value of this activity should be noted because it

allowed the principal to form certain opinions and ideas about the
program without being connnitted to any one position.

This gave the
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principal time to weigh the :implications of his role in the adoption
procedure.
Consistent with this need to gain infonnation, "examining reports"
ranked fourth, a relatively high position.

This activity provided the

principal with another opporttmity to mentally evaluate ideas that
might be used in the future implementation procedure.

"Examining

reports" provided a chance to weigh the.pros and cons of the program
before being called upon to make decisions.

There were numerous reports

to be considered and thoroughly reviewed before a program can be put
into operation:

parent surveys, teacher surveys, student achievement

slilll,ITlaries, etc.

Even though "examining reports" received a low

importance ranking, it was closely related to the previously discussed
activity.
Another activity closely related to the above two was "thinking
and reflection," ranked seventh.

This would seem to be an activity

that was engaged in throughout all stages of the :implementation process.
The :major reason for its receiving a ranking lower than expected, was
th(lt cited by two principals in the interviews.

They noted that there

wa$ a lack of time for a thoughtful analysis of the program .and the
implications of its adoption.

One principal stated that there was no

time £or a trial and error procedure.

This lack of time for experimen-

tation neglected the use of a very helpful aspect of the implementation
pJ:'Qcess.

Due to the lack of "thinking and reflection," this was an

tmderstandable complaint.
A major discrepancy in ranks and weighted scores was demonstrated
by the activity, "attending connnittee meetings and conferences."

Although a considerable annunt of time was spent in meetings, the
principals did not feel these sessions were very important.

Often

these meetings were due to a pre-determined district or superintendent
policy regarding the implementation procedure of a new program.

The

lower importance ranking gave the impression that the principals would
have preferred a less time-consuming method for the dissemination of
any necessary guidelines.

Meetings should be well prepared and called

only when necessary information IIRlSt be disseminated.

.Meetings called

only to meet some pre-determined requirement or only for the sake of
the superintendent's convenience often lack a feeling of importance.
A.similar discrepancy occurred between the ranks of the activity
''preparing and writing reports, orders, memos.'' These were very timeconsuming tasks

w~ich

were not considered to be of IIRlCh importance.

This was pointed out in a number of the interviews as being a requirement of the central office administration.

Often these reports are

needed by bureaucratic officials further up the hierarchical ladder
such as the state or federal offices.
ments, there

was

Due to these reporting require-

little any local district could have done, but comply.

Based on the principals' connnents, the writing of reports was the most
distasteful part of the implementation process.

Perhaps these writing

assignments could have been delegated to another staff member.
One of the more important activities was "teaching, instruction,
training." This. was valued highly by the principals along with "consulting subordinates about their work, training, advancement, benefits,"
both very similar activities.

Engaging in these activities provided

an ideal way for the highly considerate/highly structured principals to
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disseminate the methods and procedures of the new program to the
teachers involved.

"Teaching, instruction, training" provided the

opportlillity to give direction and structure and still gave the principal time to maintain close personal relationships.

Both of these

dimensions are important aspects of the principals' leadership styles.

An activity which also involved working with teachers but for
different reasons was, "consulting subordinates about their personal
problems, grievances, discipline,·absences." This activity received a
similar ranking in the importance category and was probably the most
crucial regarding the effect of a new program on staff morale.

This

activity provided the principal with an opportlillity to maintain a
rapport with staff members who might have objected to the program's
adoption.

When considering that a new program could cause many teachers,

some very experienced, to change their educational philosophies, the
"considerateness" of the principal can be a major factor in determi.Jiing
the program's acceptance.
The remaining activities were not examined in depth due to the

low weighted scores received. These low scores indicated that very
little time had been spent engaged in them by these highly considerate/
highly structured principals.
Highly Considerate/Lowly Structured Principals
The data concerning the amolillt of people-related activities/
individual activities selected by this group of Highly Considerate/
Lowly Structured Principals are as follows:

r
t
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Number of

Ntunber of

People-Related
Activities

Individual
Activities

0

1
2
3
4
5

Number of

Principals

Per Cent
of Group I
·Principals

5
4
3

0

0

3
8

2

10

1

4
1

11.5
30.8
38.5
15.4
3.8

0

These principals, based on their

~OQ

Per Cent
of TOTAL
Principals
0

2.8
7.4
9.3
3.7
.9

scores, would be expected

to exhibit highly considerate behavior characterized by mutual trust
with subordinates, respect for their feelings, a climate of good rapport, and two-way coilliltmication.

They would also be expected to

exhibit lowly structured behavior characterized by a very inactive
role in directing group activities, no defining and structuring of
roles £or self or subordinates toward goal attainment, little planning,
no criticizing, and no attempt to try out new ideas.
Kerlinger noted that the best advice for handling categorical
data is to calculate Chi-square, calculate the Coefficient of Contin. gency, calculate the percentages and then interpret the data using all
the ;i,nformation. 9 Thus cross tabulation of the four ·principal '"TOUpS
and the "actually engaged in" scores were computed.

A review of the

frequencies, listed earlier in this section, indicated a mixture of
people-related activities and individual activities.

Tue·majority of

principals engaged in either three people related activities and two
individual activities or vice versa.

These selections indicate that

nothing significant was demonstrated and was further emphasized by the

9 Ibid.
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exam:ination of a number of statistical tests.

One of the most useful

of these tests is the Chi-square test of statistical significance.

Tile

value calculated was 4.93880 with ten degrees of freedom thus establishing an exact significance value of .8952.

Tilis means that the obtained

results could occur "by chance" more than eighty-nine times in one
hundred trials, thus indicating little significance.

Tilis finding was

further supported by an exam:ination of the Coefficient of Cont:ingency
which in this case gave a value of .20912.

'Ib.e Contingency Coefficient

is an index of the strength of the association between nominal variables.
Tile minimum value is zero and occurs when the two variables are independent.

Since the value obta:ined in this research was relatively close

to zero, it can be concluded that a very weak association existed,
thus establishing that the dimensions of the principals' leadership
style do not have a significant relationship to the amount of peoplerela ted a,nd individual activities that were actually engaged in.
Highly Considerate/Lowly Structured Principals
Most ·rmpottant Actually Engaged In
Weighted
Weighted
Ranks Scores
Ranks Scores
Activities
1
5

73
27

1
2

68
43

3

46

3

40

10
2
4

18
52
31

4
5
6

35
32
27

9

20

7

26

6

25 .

8

25

,

Observation, inspection, examination.
Attending connnittee meetings and
conferences.
Consulting subordinates about their
work, training, advancement, benefits, etc.
Examining reports.
Teaching, instruction, training.
Consult:ing subordinates about their
personal problems, grievances,
discipline, absences, etc.
Preparing and writing reports,
orders, memos.
'lb.inking and reflection.
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Most Important Actually Engaged In
Weighted
Weighted
Activities
Ranks Scores
Ranks Scores
7

22

9

20

7

22

10

. 15.

11

15

11

13

15

5

12

11

14

7

13

10

13
17
12
16
19
19
17

8
1
13
4
0
0
1

14
15
15
17
18
18
18

8
7
7
3

0
0
0

Consulting peers (members at same
echelon).
· Consul ting persons other than
superiors, peers or subordinates.
Consulting superiors about technical
matters.
Operation or use of instTI1I11ents,
machines, tools, charts, inspection
fonn5, etc.
Consulting superiors about persoIUlel
matters.
Making speeches, addresses, talks.
Reading and answering mail.
Reading technical publications.
Preparing charts, tables and diagrams.
Writing for publication.
Mathematical computation.
Attending meetings of outside groups.

The kind of activities engaged in by these highly considerate/
lowly strud:ured principals provided a mixture of results.

The top

ranked activity "observation, inspection, examination," was a logical
and necessary activity in the implementation of the new program.

This

was true regardless of the principal's leadership style. Before a
principal can make effective decisions, a certain amount of information
and familiarity with the program's methods and objectives must be gained.
Thus the "observation, inspection, examination," activity could have
involved either the condition of the present program or the implications
of the proposed program.

The importance of this activity was realized

by the principals in their designation of it as the most

~mportant.

The

value of this activity should be noted because it allowed the principal
to fonn certain opinions and ideas about the program without being
committed to any one position.

This gave the principal time to weigh
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the implications of his role in the adoption procedure.
Consistent with this need to gain infonnation, "examining
reports" ranked fourth, a relatively high position.

This activity

provided the principal with another opportunity to mentally evaluate
ideas that might be used in the future implementation procedure.
"Ex:amin~g

reports" provide a chance to weigh the pros and cons of the

program before being called upon to make decisions.

There were numerous

reports to be considered and thoroughly reviewed before a program can
be put into operation: varent surveys, teacher surveys, student
achievement summaries, etc.

In districts where the programs' adoption

procedures were outlined by the upper level administration, these
activities were valued by the principals because they had an opportunity
to be· creative leaders and express their autonomy.

An activity which also involved working with teachers, but for
different reasons was "consulting subordinates about their personal
problems, grievances, discipline, absences." This activity received a
similar ranking in the importance category and was probably the most
crucial regarding the effect of a new program on staff morale.

This

activity provided the principal with an opportlinity to maintain a rapport with ?taff members who might have objected to the program's adoption.

When considering that a new program could cause many teachers,

some very experienced, to change their educational philosophies, the
"considerateness." of the principal can be a major factor in determining
the program's acceptance.
A major discrepancy in ranks and weighted scores was demonstrated

by the activity, "attending corrnnittee meetings and conferences."
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Although a considerable amount of time was spent in meetings, the
principals did not feel these sessions were very important.

Often

their required attendance at these meetings was due to a predetermined
district or superintendent policy regarding the implementation procedure
of a new program.

The lower importance ranking gave the assumption

that the principals would have preferred a less time-consuming method
for the dissemination of any necessary guidelines.

Since these meet-

jngs were arranged by a higher level of administration, the principals
felt somewhat frustrated in their lack of control.
"Preparing µnd writing reports, orders, memos" was an activity
not

e~gaged

in a great deal of time, while also not being considered

very important, by these principals.

This unimportance was due to the

£act that they were lowly structured and thus little value was given
to this opportunity to provide direction through written memos.

Thus

the rankings of this activity were consistent with the leadership
styles of these highly considerate/lowly structured principals.

The

high consideration aspect of one's style resulted in a more person-toperson type of dissemination process.
The remaining activities were not examined in depth due to the
low weighted scores received.

These low scores indicated that very

little time had been spent engaged in them by this group of principals.
Lowly Considerate/Highly Structured Principals
The data conce111ing the amount of People Related Activities/
Jndividual Activities selected by this group of Lowly Considerate/
Highly Structured Principals are as follows:
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Number of
People Related
Activities

Number of
Individual
Activities

Number of
Principals

Per Cent
of Group III
Principals

Per Cent
of TOTAL
Principals

0

5

0

0

0

1
2
3
4
5

4
3
2

3

10.3
31.0
44.8
13.8
0

2.8
8.3
12
3.7
0

1
0

9

13
4
0

These principals, based on their LOQ scores, would be expected
to exhibit lowly considerate behavior characterized by impersonal
relations with grqup members, a lack of mutual trust with them, a
climate of poor rapport, and no two-way connmmication.

They would also

be expected to exhibit highly structured behavior characterized by a
very active role in directing group activities, defining and structuring

r~les

for self and subordinates toward goal atta:L1Illent, planning,

criticizing, and trying out new ideas.
Kerlinger noted that the best advise for handling categorical .
data is to calculate Chi-square, calculate the Coefficient of Contingency, calculate the percentages and then interpret the data using all
the information. 10 Thus cross tabulations of the four principal groups
and the "actually engaged in" scores were computed.

A review of the

frequencies, listed earlier in this. section, indicated a mixture of
people-related activities and individual activities.

The majority of

principals engaged in either three people related activities and two
individual activities or vice versa.

These selections indicated that

nothing significant was demonstrated and was further emphasized by the

lOJbid.
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examination of a number of statistical tests.

One of the most useful

of these is the Chi-square test of statistical significance.

The

value calculated was 4.93880 with ten degrees of freedom thus establishing an exact significance value of .·8952. . This means that the obtained
results could occur "by chance" more than eighty-nine times in one
hundred trials, thus indicating little significance.

This finding was

further supported by an examination of the Coefficient of Contingency
-which in this case gave a value of .20912.

The Contingency Coefficient

i.s an index of the strength of the association between nominal variables.
The minimum value is zero and occurs when the two variables are indeSince the value obtained in this research was relatively

pendent.

close to zero it can be concluded that a very weak association existed,
thus establishing that the dimensions of the principals' leadership
style do not have a significant relationship to the amount of peoplerelated and individual activities that were actually engaged in.
Lowly Considerate/Highly Structured Principals
Most Important Actually Engaged In
Weighted
Weighted
Ranks Scores
Ranks Scores
Activities
1

76
59

1
2

75
60

2
3
7

74
59
24
20

3
4
5
6

47
40
34
30

5

37

7

28

15

5

8

21

9

18

9

18

4

6

Observation, inspection, examination.
Attending committee meetings and
conferences.
Teaching, instruction, training.
Thinking and reflection.
Examining reports.
Consulting superiors about technical
matters.
Consulting peers (members at same
echelon).
Preparing and writing reports,
orders, memos.
Consulting subordinates about their
work, training, advancement, benefits,
etc.
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Actually Enga~ed In
Weighte
eighted
Activities
Ranks Scores
Ranks Scores

M:>st

I~ortant

10

12

10

14

7

20

11

13

13
13

7
7

12
12

10
10

12
19
11

10

12
15
16

10

2
11

17
17
20

4

18

4
1

19
19

3
0
0

8

7

Consulting subordinates about their
personal problems, grievances,
discipline, absences, etc.
Operation or use of instTillilents,
machines, tools, charts, inspection
forms, etc.
Making speeches, addresses, talks.
Attel).ding meetings of outside
groups.
Reading technical publications.
Reading and answering mail.
Consulting persons other than
superiors, peers or subordinates.
Preparing charts, tables and diagrams.
Mathematical computation.
Writing for publication.

1he kind of activities engaged in by these lowly considerate/
highly structured principals provided a variety of results.

1be top

ranked activity "observation, inspection, examination," was a logical
and necessary activity in the implementation of the new program.
was true regardless of the principal's leadership style.

This

Before a

pr:incipal can make effective decisions, a certain amount of information
and familiarity with the program's methods and objectives must be gained.
Thus the "observation, inspection, examination" activity could have
i;nvolved·either the condition of the present program or the implications of the proposed program.

The importance of this activity was

realized by the principals in their designation of it as the most
;i,mportant.

The value of this activity should be noted since it allowed
'

the principal to form certain opinions and ideas about the program
without being corranitted to any-one position.

This gave the principal

the time to weigh the implications of his role in the program's
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adoption procedure.
C.onsistent with this need to gain information, "examining
reports" ranked fifth, still a relatively high position.

This provided

the principal with another opportunity to mentally evaluate ideas that
might be used in the future implementation procedure.

"Examining

reports" provided a chance to weigh the pros and cons of the program
before being called upon to make decisions.

There were numerous

reports to be considered and thoroughly reviewed before a program can
be put ;i;nto operation: parent surveys, teacher surveys, student
achievement summaries; etc.

Even though "examining reports" received

a low importance ranking, it was closely related to the previously
discussed activity.
·.Another activity closely related to the above two was "thinking
~d

reflection," ·ranked fourth.

This activity would seem to be one

that was engaged in throughout all stages of the implementation process.
These principals gave "thinking and reflection" a high importance
rMking and also spent a considerable amount of time engaged in it.
The reason for this was the highly stnictured aspects of the principals'
leadership styles.
organized.

This group sought to have procedures directed and

Structured and well-planned

increase the ·acceptance of a program.

irnpl~mentation

procedures often

This acceptance is due to con-

fidence that the leaders know what they are doing.

Thus they spent

nruch time in planning and outlining the stages that the program's
adoption must follow.

This was the role of the principals who were

allowed the flexibility to utilize their leadership styles.
A further demonstration that this group was allowed certain
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flexibility in their· implementation procedues was the fact that the
second most important activity, "teaching, instruction, training" was·
engaged in often eough to be ranked third.

Titls activity, along with

"consulting subordinates about their work, training, advancement,
benefits," ranked ninth, provided an ideal method for these lowly
considerate/highly structured principals to give the adoption procedure
the direction and guidance desired.

These activities gave this group

the opportunity to put their personal leadership touch to the program.
Tiris involvement.increased the motivation of the principals to make the
program a success since they had a stake in the implementation process.
A somewhat surprising result was the relatively high importance
ranking that the activity "attending conunittee meetings and conferences"
received.

This high ranking pointed out that since these principals

had more opportunity for input at the meetings, they felt the sessions
were of more value.
administrators.

This is an important finding and relevant to.all

When meetings are well-planned and considered to be

:;important, the whole program benefits and gains 'acceptance.
Thro similarly related activities, "consulting superiors about

technical matters" and "consulting peers" again demonstrated the giveand-take approach used by these principals.

Apparently they spent

JIIUCh time seeking advice and help from their fellow principals and·
their central office personnel.

Titls was an excellent way to exchange

ideas and get a feel as to how a proposed plan sounds to the superintendent or a neighboring principal before implementing it.

Titls dialogue

resulted in a decrease of wasted effort which is characteristic of a
trial and error process.

Tiris two-way cornnrunication between the
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principals and the central office led to the program's adoption based
on the district's needs.
A discrepancy was evident in this group's rank and weighted
scores of the "preparing and writing reports, orders, memos" activity.
1his was the eighth highest activity engaged in while being ranked
fifteenth in importance.

One reason for this result was that written-

memos did not readily offer the opportunity for input and dialogue.
When reports such as those written for higher level administrators are
considered unimportant, the quality of that report also suffers.
1he remaining activities were not examined in depth due to the
low weighted scores received.

1hese low scores indicated that very

little time had been spent engaged in them by this group of lowly
con$.i~rate/highly structured p;dncipals.

Lowly Considerate/Lowly Structured

Princi~als

1he data concerning the amount of People Related Activities/
Xndividual Activities selected by this group of Lowly Considerate/
Lowly Structured Principals are as follows:
Number of
People Related
Activities

Ntunber of
Individual
Activities

0

5

1
2

4
3
2

3

4
5

1
0

Number of
PrinciEals
0
3

Per Cent
of Group IV
Princi£als

Per Cent
of 1DTAL
Princi£als

0

0

9
5

12
32
36
20

0

0

8

2.8
7.4
8.3
4.6
0

1hese principals, based on their LOQ scores, would be expected
to exhibit lowly considerate behavior characterized by impersonal relations with group members, a lack of mutual trust with them, a climate
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of poor rapport, and no two-way connmmication.

They would also be

expected to exhibit lowly stnictured behavior characterized by a very
inactive role in directing group activities, no defining and stnicturing of roles for self and subordinates toward goal attainment, little
planning, no criticizing, and no attempt to try out new ideas.
Kerlinger noted that the best advice for handling categorical
data is to calculate Chi-square, calculate the Coefficient of Contingency, calculate the percentages and then interpret the data using all
the infonnation. 11 Thus cross tabulations of the four principal groups
and the "actually engaged in" scores were computed.

A review of the

frequencies, listed earlier in this section, indicated a mixture of
people-related activities and individual activities.

The majority of

principals engaged in either three people related activities and two
individual activities or vice versa.

These selections indicated that

nothing significant was demonstrated and was further emphasized by the
examination of a num,ber of statistical tests.

One of the most useful

0£ these is the Chi-square test of statistical significance.

The value

calculated was 4.44282 with ten degrees of freedom thus establishing

an exact significance value of .9252. This means that the obtained
results could occur "by chance" more than ninety-two times in one
hundred trials, thus indicating little significance.
This finding was further supported by an examination of the
Coefficient of Contingency which in this case gave a value of .19878.
The Contingency Coefficient is an index of the strength of the association

11 Ibid.
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between nominal variables.

The minimum value is zero and occurs when

the two variables are independent.

Since the value obtained in this

research was relatively close to zero it can concluded that a very
weak association existed thus establishing that the dimensions of the
principals' leadership style do not have a significant relationship to
the amollllt of people-related and individual activities that were
actually engaged in.
Lowly Considerate/Lowly Structured Principals
Most

I~ortant
~ighted

Ranks Scores

Actually Enga~ed In
Weighte
Ranks Scores
Activities

1
2
7

61
52
20

1
2
3

50
43
39

6

25

4

35

3
4
9

46
29
18

5
6
7

33
29
27

5

27

8

25

17

20

9

22

15
11

5
12

10
11

20
12

10

17

12

9

15

5

13

7

14

8

14

6

15
19
13

5
1
9
12

15
15
17

5
5
4
3

11

18

Observation, inspection, examination.
Thinking and reflection.
Preparing.and writing reports, orders,
memos.
Attending corrnnittee meetings and
conferences.
Teaching, instruction, training.
Examining reports·.
Consulting peers (members at same
echelon).
Consulting subordinates about their
work, training, advancement, benefits.
etc.
Consulting superios about technical
matters.
Attending meetings of outside groups.
Consulting subordinates about their
personal problems, grievances,
discpline, absences, etc.
Consulting persons other than superiors,
peers or subordinates.
Consulting superiors about personnel
matters.
Operation or use of instruments,
machines, tools, charts, inspection
forms, etc.
Reading technical publications.
Reading and answering mail.
Preparing charts, tables, and diagrams.
Mathematical computation.
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Most

I~rtant

Actually Enga~ed In
Weighted
Weighte
Ranks Scores
Ranks Scores
Activities
18
19

2
1

19

1

20

o.

Making speeches, addresses, talks.
Writing for publication.

The kind of activities engaged in by these lowly considerate/
lowly structured principals provided a mixture of results.

The top

ranked activity, "observation, inspectiqn, examination," was a logical
and necessary activity in the implementation of the new program.
was true regardless of the principal's leadership style.

Tilis

Before a

principal can make effective decisions, a certain amollllt of information
and familiarity with the program's methods and objectives must be gained.
Thus the "observation, inspection, examination" activity could have
involved either the condition of the present program or the implications
of the proposed program.

The importance of this activity was realized

by the principals in their designation of it as the most important.
The value of this activity should be noted because it allowed the
principal to form certain opinions and ideas about the program without
being committed to any one position.

Tilis gave the principal time to

weigh the implications of his role in the adoption procedure.
Consistent with this need to gain information, "examining reports"
ranked sixth, still a relatively high position.
.

I

This activity provided

the principal with another opportllllity to mentally evaluate ideas that
might be used in the future implementation procedure.

''Examining

reports" provided a chance to weigh the pros and cons of the program
before being called upon to make decisions.

There were numerous reports

to be considered and thoroughly reviewed before a program can be put
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into operation: parent surveys, teacher surveys, student achievement
swnmaries, etc.

"Examining reports" along with the previously discussed

activity were considered very worthwhile since they received importance
rankings of sixth and fourth respectively.
· Another activity closely related to the above two was "thinking
and reflection," ranked second in both categories.

This would seem to

be an activ1ty that was engaged in throughout all stages of the implementation process.

It is not surprising for the principals to give

this activity a high importance score1 but it is unusual for them to
be able to devote as much time doing it as they did.

Not only did the

interviews make no mention of these principals being allowed more input
into their districts' implementation procedures; but also the rankings
of the activities in the other categories did not support this increased
input idea.

Thus these principals did a good job in finding the time

to plan and analyze the proposed steps which needed to be carried.out.
The only other conclusion that can be drawn would be that the time
spent ;in "thinld,ng and reflection" was not wisely utilized.

"Thinking

and reflection" must be accompanied by some definite action to be
worthwhile.
A noted discrepancy occurred between the rankings of the activity
"preparing and writing reports, orders, memos." These were very timeconstuning tasks which were not considered to be of much importance.
This discrepancy.was emphasized in the interview results ·as being a
requirement of the central off ice administration.

This increased

papenvork left little time to engage in some of the mre meaningful
activities.

Often these reports are needed by bureaucratic officials
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further up the hierarchical ladder, such as the state or federal
departments.

When reports such as these are considered unimportant,

the quality of the work suffers.

Based on the principals' connnents,

the trivia of paperwork was the most distasteful part of the implementation process.
Two of the more :important activities were "teaching, instruction,
training" and "consulting subordinates about their work, training,
advpncement, benefits." Engaging in these

~ctivities

provided an ideal

way for these principals to disseminate the methods and procedures of
the new program to the teachers involved.

Since these principals were

low in both consideration and structure, it cannot be determined if they
felt these were enjoyable activities or not.

Perhaps they were required

by upper level adntinistrators to perform these actions and wotil.d rather
have spent the time engaged in "thinking and reflection." This choice
could imply that they are not action-oriented

p~incipals.

These

activities provided an opportunity to add structure to the program but
whether they were utilized or not depended on the principal's style •
.Another discrepancy in ranks and weighted scores was demonstrated
by the activity "attending committee meetings and conferences."

Although much time was spent in meetings, the principals did not feel
these sessions very worthwhile.

Often these meetings were due to a

predetennined district or superintendent policy regarding the implementation procedure. of a new program.

The lower importance ranking gave

the assumption that the principals would have preferred a less timeconsuming method for the dissemination of any necessary guidelines.
The whole program benefits when committee meetings are well-planned
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and viewed as being important by those in attendance.
The remaining activities were not examined in depth due to the
low weighted scores received.

111.ese low scores indicated that very

little time had been spent engaged in them by these lowly considerate/
lowly structured principals.
INTER-GROUP ANALYSIS
An analysis of the kind of activities actually engaged in by the
four principal groups revealed a number of similarities (for purposes
of this analysis, similar ranks are those with a difference of three
or less between the groups' highest scores and lowest scores) and differences (for purposes of this analysis different ranks are those with
a difference of more than four between the groups' highest scores and
lowest scores).

In first looking at the similarities among the prin-

cipals, the most striking.was that all the groups ranked "observation,
inspection, examination" as first.
important activity by all groups.

It was also listed as the most
This listing demonstrated that,

regardless of the principal's leadership style, the need to gather
;information and become knowledgeable about the proposed program was of
utmost concern. · Since all four groups of principals engaged so often
in the same activity, it can be said with certainty that the activity
was independent of leadership style.

111.e need to become familiar with

the implications· of a new district program was of such overriding
importance that the principal's leadership style was sacrificed for the
sake of the program's acceptance.
Another common activity in which considerable time was spent was
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"attending connnittee meetings and conferences." This was ranked
second by all groups except the lowly considerate/lowly structured
principals, in which case it was ranked fourth.

Based on the fact

that this activity received lower importance rankings for all four
groups it can be concluded that these principals attended the meetings
and conferences because they had to.

Also ·noted during the interviews,

by principals in all four groups, was the considerable involvement of
centra.l office administrators in detennining some of the implementation
procedures, such as these many meetings and conferences.

These were

found to be very time-consuming and of questionable value and were
considered one of the adjustments the
ship styles.

~rincipals

made to their leader-

Since the ranked positions were so close, this was an

activity independent of leadership style.
There were a number of activities which received similar rankings
by tWQ

o;r

more groups.

One of these was "examining reports," receiving

twQ fourths, one fifth and one sixth.

This was very closely related

to the highest ranked activity and seemed to be an excellent way for
the principals to become acquainted with the proposed program and its
implications.

''Examining reports" was an activity that was present

in a considerable amount, regardless of the principal's leadership
style.

Since the ranks varied by only two positions, this was another

activity that proved to be independent of leadership style.
Another activity with two or more similar ranks was "teaching,
instruction, training," which received one third, two fifths and one
sixth.

Thus it also proved to be an activity independent of leadership

style.

"Teaching, instruction, training" was an activity that provided
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the best means of coinmunicating the program's methods to the te·achers
and staff.

It gave the principals the opportunity to put their personal

touch on the program.

It was an activity that principals found

enjoyable because it released them from the trivia of paperwork and
sitting behind the desk.
"Consulting peers" was one last activity with two or more similar
ranks.

This consultation with other principals would seem to be a very

valuable and necessary component in the implemention process.

Being

able to discuss different techniques and hear what was working in a
colleague's school would have proved invaluable as a time saver and
eliminator of wasted effort.

This activity, due to its similar ranks,

also proved to be independent of leadership style.
·One activity with different ranks was "consulting subordinates
about their work, training, advancement, benefits." This was closely
related to the activity "teaching, instruction, training" since it
involved an interaction with teachers concerning the program's methods
and techniques.

This activity allowed the principals to corrnnunicate

the structure and direction they wanted the program to have.

Since the

ranks received were higher for the highly considerate groups than for
the lowly considerate groups, there seemed to be a mild relationship
here.

Thus the presence of this activity was dependent on the "con-

sideration" dimension of the principal's leadership style, with the
"structure" dimension showing no relationship.

This was surprising

since this activity would have provided the ideal opportunity for the
highly structured principals to give the program the direction desired •.
Again, the influences of the district's or superintendent's policies
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were felt.
Another activity with different ranks was "consulting subordinates
about their personal problems, grievances, discipline, absences." This
activity also involved an interaction with teachers, but in this case
it concerned a different purpose.

This activity allowed the principals

to take a personal interest in the teachers; This was crucial since
the implementation of a new program caused many teachers to change
their educational philosophies.
support of the principal.

These teachers needed the counsel and

These ranks, following a pattern similar to

the previous activity, were higher for the highly considerate groups
than for the lowly considerate groups.

Thus a mild relationship was

shown with the presence of this activity being dependent on the "considerati.on" dimension of the principal' s leadership style with the
"structure" dimension not showing a relationship.

This was a predict-

a.ble result since this activity provided an opportunity for the highly
considerate principal to maintain good personal relationships in working
for acceptance of the program.
''Th:inking and reflection" was an activity with different ranks
and a surprising result.

This activity provided an opportunity for the

principals to plan and analyze the details of the proposed program's
implementation procedure.

Before making decisions and attempting to

establish certain stages of the new program, careful thought and reflection was needed

~o

avoid wasted effort.

This was an activity that

could have and should have been present at all stages of the implementation process.

Failure to select this activity might have been an

oversight in that the principals did not realize the amount of time
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spent in this.activity and selected others instead.

The surprising

thing about this activity was that the highly considerate groups
engaged in this activity much less than the lowly considerate groups.
In other words, the highly considerate principals were busy engaging
in implementation activities while the lowly considerate principals
were busy thinking about what they should do.

Thus the presence of

this activity was dependent on the "structure" dimension of the principal' s leadership style, with the "consideration" dimension not showing
a relationship.
The activity "preparing and writing reports" was an activity that
proved to be related not to any leadership style but to the demands of
the central office staff.

It was an activity not showing any relation-

ship to either the consideration dimension or the structure dimension,
yet a considerable amount of time was devoted to it.

Since it received

low importance rankings, the only conclusion seemed to be that this
was one of the detested paperwork responsibilities required by the
bureaucratic authorities, the central office.

This too was an activity

not showing a relationship to the principal's leadership style.
The remaining activities were not examined in depth due to the
low weighted scores received.

This indicated that very little time had

been spent engaged in them by these principals exhibiting the four
leadership styles.
Thus there were a variety of activities actually engaged in for
a variety of reasons, some related to the principal's leadership style
and some independent of it.

GIAPI'ER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOl\MENDATIONS

Summary

The purpose of this research was to detennine if there was a .
relationship between the leadership

dim~nsions

of the principal and

the activities engaged in during the implementation of a new district
program.
The sample consisted of 108 principals from twenty-three school
districts across the United States.

These districts were recommended

by the respective State Superintendents as having recently implemented

minimum competency testing programs.
The dimensions of the principal's leadership style, Consideration
~d

Structure, were established through the self-administered Leadership

Opinion Questionnaire.

Based on these results, the principals were

placed into one of four groups:

Highly Considerate/Highly Structured

Principals, Highly Considerate/Lowly Structured Principals, Lowly
Considerate/Highly Structured Principals and Lowly Considerate/Lowly
Structured Principals.

These leadership dimensions of each group were

related to the principals' activities, as measured by the Principal
Activity Questionnaire.

This instrument listed twenty activities,

people-related and individual, of which the principals were asked to
select the five they most often engaged in during the implementation
of the new district program.

The principals also selected the five
130
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they saw as being the most important in this implementation process •
.All activities selected were scored, given weighted values as
determined by their positions, and ranked.

Certain statistical

methods of analysis were used in detennining the accuracy of the
hypotheses.
Conclusions.
This study led to the following conclusions derived from the
hypotheses, along with one ancillary conclusion.
There is a significant relationship between a highly

1.

considerate/highly structured principal and the amount of people
related and individual activities engaged in during the implementation 0£ a new district program.
These principals did not distinguish between people related
a.ctiv;i.ties and individual activities when they engaged in the procedures needed to implement the new program.

They did what they felt

was necessary and important unless some other factors influenced their
decisions.

This could have been due to the policies of the school

dtstrict or the superintendent or due to some other influential
variable.

Principals engaged in combinations of people related

activities and individual activities regardless of their leadership
style.

Thus this hypothesis is rejected.
2.

There is a relationship between a highly considerate/highly

structured principal and the kind of activities engaged in during the
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implementation of a new district program.
These principals demonstrated a slight preference for activities
that showed concern for staff members and those that improved faculty
morale.

The preferences for these kinds of activities though, were

given secondary status due to the need to fulfill other responsibilities
which were more important in the implementation process.

These other

responsibilities such as attendance at connnittee meetings, writing
reports, and examining reports were of greater importance to the success

of the new program than the principal's need to operate in a characteristic style.

Although the principal's leadership style was adjusted for

the sake of a successful implementation process, a slight relationship
was present.
· 3.

Thus this hypothesis is accepted.

There is a significant relationship between a highly

considerate/lowly structured principal and the amount of people related
and individual activities engaged in during the implementation of a new
district program.
lhese principals did not distinguish between people related activities and individual activities when they engaged in the procedures
necessary to implement the new program.

They did what they felt was

needed and important llllless some other factors influenced their decisions.

This could have been due to the policies of the school district

or the superintendent or due to some other influential variable.
Principals engaged in combinations of people related activities and
individual activities regardless of their leadership style.

Thus

this hypothesis is rejected.
4.

1b.ere is a relationship between a highly considerate/lowly
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structured principal and the kind of activities engaged in during the
implementation of a new district program.
These principals also showed a slight preference for activities
that demonstrated concern for staff members and those that gave a
priority to co:mrrrunication and direction.

The preferences for.these

kinds of activities though, were given secondary status due to the need
to fulfill other responsibilities which were more important in the
implementation procedure·.

These other responsibilities such as

attendance at committee meetings, the training of teachers, and examining reports were of greater importance to the success of the new program
than the principal's need to operate according to a certain leadership
style.

Although the principal's leadership style was adjusted for

the sake of a successful implementation process, a slight relationship
Wa$

present.
S.

Thus this hypothesis is accepted.

There is a significant relationship between a lowly

considerate/highly structured principal and the amount of people
related and individual activities engaged in during the implementation

0£ a new district program.
These principals did not distinguish between people related
activities and individual activities when they engaged in the process
needed to implement the new district program.

They performed the

tasks they felt were needed and important unless some other factors
:influenced their decisions. This'could have been due to the policies
of the school district or the superintendent or due to some other
influen~ial

variable.

Principals engaged in combinations of people

related activities and individual activities regardless of their
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leadership style.
6.

1hus this hypothesis is rejected.

1here is a relationship between a lowly considerate/highly

structured principal and the kind of activities engaged in during the
implementation of a new district program.
1hese principals showed a slight preference for activities that
demonstrated a concern for planning and the training of teachers.

1he

tendencies to engage in these kinds of activities were given secondary
status due to the need to fulfill other responsibilities which were
more important in the implementation process of the program.

1hese

other responsibilities such as attendance at connnittee meetings, writing reports, and examining reports were of greater importance to the
success of the program than the principal's need to operate in a
characteristic style. Although the principal's leadership style was
adjusted for the sake of a successful implementation process, a slight
relationship was present.
7.

1hus this hypothesis is accepted.

1here is a significant relationship between a lowly

considerate/lowly structured principal and the amount of people
related and individual activities engaged in during the implementation

0£ a new district program.
1hese principals did not distinguish between people related
activities and individual activities when they engaged in the procedures
necessary to implement the new program.

1hey did what they felt was

needed and important unless some other factors influenced their decisions.

1his could have been due to the policies of the school district

or the superintendent or due to some other influential variable.
Principals engaged in combinations of people related activities and
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individual activities regardless of their leadership style.

Thus this

hypothesis is rejected.
8.

There is a relationship between a lowly considerate/lowly

structured principal and the kind of activities engaged in during the
implementation of a new district program.
These principals showed a slight preference for activities that
showed concern for planning and writing.reports.

The tendencies to

engage in these kinds of activities were given secondary status due
to the need to fulfill other responsibilities which were of greater
bnportance in the implementation process of the program.

These other

responsibilities such as attendance at connnittee meetings and writing
~eports,

although very important to the success of the program, did

not receive the same high priority from this group as from the other
grQups.

Although the principal's leadership style was adjusted for

the sake of a successful implementation procedure, it was not adjl,lSted
to the same degree as the other leadership styles.

Thus this hypothesis

is accepted.
9.

11iere is a relationship between the activities a principal is

actually engaged in during the implementation of a new district program
and the activities a principal sees as being the most important during
the implementation of this program.
Some of the activities which the principals actually engaged in
during the implementation process were not those which they felt to be
the most important.

The principals spent considerable time in attend-

ance at committee meetings, yet they felt teaching and training were
more important.
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The principals engaged in certain activities due to district
or superintendent policies or some other influential variable.

Any

discrepancy between the activities actually engaged in and those considered to be the most important meant the principal's leadership
style was adjusted for the sake of the successful implementation of
the new program.

Even though this discrepancy occurred, a slight

relationship was present.

Th.us this hypothesis is accepted ..

.Ancillaiy conclusion:

Activities concenied with observation,

inspection, and examination are those.most crucial in the implementation process of a new district program regardless of leadership style.
Observation, inspection and examination were the only activities
selected by all four groups of principals as being the ones they most
often· engaged in and the ones they considered as the most important.
Thi.s means that these activities were unaffected by any outside
variables that would have caused the principals to adjust their leadership styles.

Thus the principals were free to engage in what they

thought were the most important activities, which they did.
Reconnnendations
As·a result of this study, several recommendations are presented
to superintendents and school boards regarding the effect of the principal' s leadership style in relation to the implementation process of
a new district program.
1.

Be aware of the leadership

style~

of the district's principals.

Since different people handle the superintendent's directives in different ways, knowledge of how the principals in the district might
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handle a directive could detennine how IID.lch structure and definition
need to be provided.

If a superintendent wants a program implemented

in a certain way, then the guidelines might have to be very detailed
in order to maintain consistency.

If a superintendent wants a program

to fit the needs or style of the individual school, then the guidelines
could be loose and flexible.
2.

Develop a structured format for the implementation process of

a new district program.
3.

Re-examine the need to conduct connnittee meetings in order

to insure that the importance of the meeting is felt by all in
attendance.
In addition to the recommendations for superintendents and school
boards~

1.

there are recommendations to researchers for further study.
Examine the role of the superintendent in the implementation

pl'Qcess of a new district program, especially in relation to the
principal '~ role.
2.

p-rocess.

Examine the role of the school board in the implementation
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2400 South 18th Avenue
Broadview, IL 60153
August 6, 1979

Dear Superintendent:
I am presently conducting a research study in the area of
"administrative implications of minimum competency testing" as part
of the requirement for my doctoral dissertation at Loyola University
of Chicago. In order to do this I need to consult some of the school
districts in your state concerning such administrative aspects as
cost, implementation procedures, etc.
Would you please assist me in this project by recommending any
school districts in your state that may have minimum competency
testing programs which may be of help to me. Please list these on
the attached sheet. I would appreciate any help you can give me in
this study.
Sincerely,

Joseph J. Matula
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State of
Yes

No

We presently have no law requiring a competency
testing program in our state.

Yes

--

No

We presently have a state-wide mininrum competency
testing program. I reconnnend that you contact the
following districts for further information:
(Please supply contact person and address for each
district listed.)

Yes

--

No

--

We presently require local districts to establish
their own minimum competency testing programs. I
reconnnend that you contact the following districts
for further information: (Please supply contact
person and address for each district listed.)

Yes

--

No

--

We do not fit into any of the above categories. I
reconnnend that you contact the following person for
further information:

--

--
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2400 South 18th Avenue
Broadview, Illinois 60153
September 26, 1979

Dear Sir:
I am presently conducting a research study in the area of
"administrative implications of minimum competency testing," as part
of the requirement for my doctoral diss~rtation at Loyola University
of Chicago. In order to do this, I need to acquire certain information concerning the implementation of your testing program. Your state
superintendent of public education has suggested that I contact your
district for such information.
Would you please respond to the enclosed questioilllaire and
return it as soon as possible? I would appreciate your time and help
in this matter.
Sincerely,

Joseph J. Matula
P.S.

If any terms in the questioilllaire are not appropriate to your
district, please provide any explanation you may feel is necessary. Thanks again for your time.
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Competency Testing Questionnaire
Superintendent
District
Address

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Phone
Nt.nnber of Principals
Number of Teachers
Number of Students
Grade Levels in District
Program Coordinator

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

~~~~~~~~~~~~

Position

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~-

1.

Who initiated the idea to implement a minirmlm competency testing
program in your district?
state mandate
Yes
No
local district decision Yes
No- other
--

2.

When was your program officially adopted?

3.

What grade levels are assessed in your miniIIllUil competency testing
program?

~~~~~~~~~~~-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

4. What skill areas or subjects are assessed?
S.

~~~~~~~~~~~

Who established the minirmlm standards used for your program?
state board
Yes
No
local district Yes
No-other

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

6.

How are these minirmlm standards used?
to determine promotion or retention?
to determine graduation?
to diagnose remedial students?
to measure student progress?

Yes
Yes-Yes
Yes--

No
No-No
No--

I wou~d be willing to provide further information concerning the
implementation process of our miniIIllUil competency program. Yes~~
No

---
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l.
~
Put the welfare of your unit above
the welfare of any person in it.

O
O
O
O

I

D

2.

c..

Give in to your subordinates in
discussions with them.

s

3.
Encourage after-duty work by
persons of your unit.

s

4.
Try out your own new ideas in
the unit.

s.

~

Back. up what persons under you
do.

6.
Criticize poor work.

s

D
D
J, D

j

'f

O
D
O
O
O

Agreat deal
Fairty often
To some degree
Once in a while
Very seldom

13.
~
Reeiet changes in ways of doing
things.

O

Often
Fairty often
Occasionally
Once in a while
Very seldom

14.
Aesign persons under you to par·
ticular tasks.

O Always

D

3"°0

O
O

D
D

~o

0
0

c,

c.

0

~g
0

0
9.

s

0

O
O

O
O
0
O

0
0

Insist that persons under you follow to the letter those standard
routines handed down to you.

-rg

IO..
()
Help persons under you with their
personal problems.

O
O
/ 00
O
O

0

Often
Occasionally
Seldom
Never

Get the approval of persons under
you on important matters before
.going a head.

s

/.,2.0

(!_,

15.
Speak in a manner not to be
questioned. ·

Occasionally

O Seldom
O Never

0
D

/30
0
0
0
0

!'f o
0

0

Agreat deal
Fairly much
To some degree
Comparatively little
Not at all
Always
Often
Occasionally
Seldom
Never

O Always
O Often
/ 5( O Occasionally

D

Seldom

O Never

s

16.
Streee importance of being ahead
of other units.

Often
Fairly often
Occasionally
Once in a while
Very seldom

17.
()
Criticize a specific ~ther than
a particular member of your unit.

Always
Often
Occasionally
Seldom
Never

18.
Let the persons under you do their
work the way they think is best.

Often
Fairly often
Occasionally
Once in a while
Very seldom

Always

O Often

Always
Often
Occasionally
Seldom
Never

Always
Often
Occasionally
Seldom
Never

Always
Often
Occasionally
Seldom
Never

c__,

II.
De slow to adopt new ideas.

Often
Fairly often
Occasionally
Once in a while
Very Seldom

7.
Ask for more than the persons
under you can accomplish.

8.
Refuse to compromise a point.

Always
Often
Occasionally
Seldom
Never

D
D

Agreat deal
Fairly much
To some degree
Comparatively little
Not at all

0
0

Always
Often
Occasionally
Seldom
Never

/~O
0
0

170
0

D

s

0
0

/!O
0

D

C,.

19.
Do personal favors for persons
under you.

20.
Emphasize meeting of deadlines.

D
0

17°0
0
0
0

~£70
0

0

Always
Often
Occasionally
Seldom
Never
Often
Fairly often
Occasionally
Once in a while
Very seldom
Agreat deal
Fairly much
To some degree
Comparatively little
Not at all
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;! l.

D

t:::

ln~i:;t that You~ informed on
1ft•t•i'."'iun:\ m;t1e hy persons unclcr

D

~;g

~ou.

D

Often
Fairly often
Occasionally
Once in a while
Very seldom

Of1'1•r nc.,- approaches to problems.

c....

:!:I.
Treat all per•ons under you as
your CtJUaJ:;.

2-l.
Be willing to make changes.

D
D

)30
D
D
D
D

~'f D
D

D

s

25.
Talk about how much should lie
<lone.

26.
Wait for persons in your unit to
push new ideas.

t'l .

Change the duties ~sons under you "ithout first talking it
o•er with them.

30.
Decide in detail what shall be
done an1l how it shall Le done Ly
the persons under you.

33.

~

Put suggestions made by persons
in the unit into operation.

s

36.
Act without consulting persons
under you.

37.
"Needle" persons under you for
greater effort.

D

Always
Often
Occasionally
Seldom
Never

:to"OD
D

D

~D
D

D

Always
Often
Occasionally
Se!dom
Never
Often
Fairly often
Occasionally
Once in a while
Very seldom

0 Always
O Often

3 Oo
0

0

Occasionally
Seldom
Never

D
D

~~
0
D
D

~30
0

35.

Ask for sacrifices from persons
under you for the good of your
entire unit.

(!_.,

s

38.

~

Insist that everything be done
your way.

s

3 ..SO

Often
Fairly often
Occasionally
Once in a while
Very seldom

Occasionally

O Once in a while

O

Very seldom

D

Often
Fairly often
Occasionally
Once in a while
Very seldom

D

3~

O

O
O

O
0

3 70
0
O

0
D

3300

Agreat deal 4
Fairly much ~
To some degree :i
l:()mparatively little i
Not at all IJ
Always
Often
Occasionally
Seldom
Never

D Often
0 Fairly often

37°D
0

40.
Meet with the per;;ons in your
unit at certain regularly scheduled
tirnes..

Always
Often
Occasionally
Seldom
Never

O Often
O Fairly often

D

39.
Encourage slow-working persons
in your unit to work harder.

Always
Often
Occasionally
Seldom
Never

Often
Fairly often
Occasionally
Once in a while
Very seldom

c.,

Always
Often
Occasionally
Seldom
Never

D

0
D

34_..·
Refuse to explain your actions.

O
O
O
D
O

D

3/D

D

Not at all

0

29.

32.
_ Stand up for persons under you,
even though it makes you unpopular with others.

0

s

~

See to it that persons under you

D
0

arc working up to capacity.

Always~

Often 3
Occasionally._
Seldom1
Never Q

~

D

~

.)h

Always
Often
Occasionally
Seldom
Never

31.

Agreat deal
Fairly much
To some degree
Comparatively little

D

27.
Rule with an iron hand.

28.
Reject .suggestions for changes.

Always
Often
Occasionally
Seldom
Never

Occasionally
Once in a while
Very seldom

O Always

0

~PO

O
O

Often
Occasionally
Seldom
Never

J
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2400 South 18th Avenue
Broadview, Illinois 60153
April 23, 1980

Dear Sir:
I am presently conducting research concerning the leadership .
style of the principal and the activities he/she engaged in during
the implementation process of a miniJIILUil competency testing program.
This is part of the requirement for my doctoral dissertation_ at
Loyola_ University of Chicago.
In order to complete this project I need your assistance.
Enclosed are copies of two questionnaires: The Leadership Opinion
Questionnaire and the Principal's Activity Questionnaire. Would you
please complete each one and return them in the self-addressed stamped
envelope. All names and responses will be kept completely confidential.
I appreciate all your time and effort in helping me with this research.
Sincerely,

Joseph J. Matula
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Principal Activity Q.IestioIUlaire
Dear Sir:
Listed below are twenty activities you may have engaged in
during the implementation of your district's minimum competency
testing program. On the reverse side, would you please list the
five activities, (in order of importance) you see as being the most
important in the development of your Mer program and also the five .
you most engaged in (considering number of ·minutes). Writing the
numbers of the activity items is sufficient. If you have any questions
please call 312-345-3110.
Thank you,

Joseph J. Matula .

1.

Thinking and reflection.

10.

2.

Making speeches, addresses,
talks. ··

Consulting peers (members at
same·echelon).

11.

Consulting superiors about
persoilllel matters.

Attending meetings of outside
groups.

12.

Examining reports.

13.

Reading technical publications.

14.

Consulting subordinates about
their work, training, advancement, benefits, etc.

15.

Attending connnittee meetings
and conferences.

16.

Preparing and writing reports,
orders, memos.

3.
4.

Observation, inspection,
examination.

s.

Operation or use of instruments, machines, tools,
charts, inspection fonns.

6.

Teaching, instruction,
training.

7.

Consulting superiors about
technical matters.

8.

9.

17. Reading and answering mail.
Consulting persons other than
superiors, peers or sub18. Writing for publication.
ordinates.
19. Preparing charts, tables and
Consulting subordinates about
diagrams.
their personal problems,
grievances, discipline,
20. Mathematical computation.
absences, etc.
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Principal Activity Questionnaire
Principal's Name

~~------------~---------

School

~---------------------------

School Address

~----------------------~

Dl,strict Name

~-------~--~-----~------~

School Phone

-------~~-~------

Number of years as a principa1_·-------Number of years in the district

~------~

Number of years as principal in district

-----

:Most Important

Actually En.gaged In

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

s.

APPENDIX E
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November 17, 1980

.Approximately six months ago you filled out two questionnaires
for me as part of my study on the implementation of your district's
minimum competency testing program. In order to complete this
research I need to ask you for some additional information. Would you
please answer the following question regarding your role in the adoption procedure. All replies will be kept completely confidential. If
you would like to answer the following question verbally or if you need
further infonnation, please call collect: 312-345-3110. Please return
this sheet in the pre-addressed stamped envelope. Thank you very much
£or your cooperation.
·
·
Sincerely,

Joseph J. Matula
YQur described yourself on the Leadership Opinion Questionnaire
as having a
leadership style.
Yet the acti-v~it-1-·e_s_t__h_a_t_y_o_u~l-i_s_t-ed~a-s-,-,a-c-tu_a_l_l_y_e_ngaged in" indicated
a majority of
activities. (See
other side). What caused this adjustment in your leadership style?
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1.

Thinking and reflection.

2.

Making speeches, addresses,
talks.

10.

Consulting peers (members at
same echelon).

11. Attending meetings of outside
groups.

3.

Consulting superiors about
personnel matters.

12.

Examining reports.

4.

Observation, inspection,
examination.

13.

Reading technical publications.

5.

Operation or use of instruments, machines, tools,
charts, inspection fonns.

6.

Teaching, ·instruction,
training.

7.

Consulting superiors about
technical matters.

8.

Consul ting persons other
than superiors, peers or
subordinates.

9.

14.

Consulting subordinates about
.their work, training, advancement, benefits, etc.

15.

Attending connni ttee meetings
and conferences.

16.

Preparing and writing reports,
orders, memos.

17.

Reading and answering mail.

18. Writing for publication.

19. Preparing charts, tables and
Consulting subordinates
diagrams.
about their personal problems, grievarices, discipline, 20. Mathematical computation.
absences, etc.

Actually Engaged In
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
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November 14, 1980

Approximately six months ago you filled out two questionnaires
for me as part of my study on the implementation of your districts'
minimtnn competency testing program. In order to complete this
research I need to ask you for some additional information. Would
you please answer the following questions regarding your role in the
adoption procedure. All replies will b~ kept completely confidential.
lf you would 1-ke to answer the following questions verbally or if you
need further information, please call collect: 312-345-3110.
Sincerely,

Joseph J. Matula

1. Attached is a list of the activities from which you picked five
as being the "most important" and five as being those you "actually
engaged in."· Following this list are the activities you selected
in which a discrepancy exists between the colunm.s. Considering
only these activities, what prevented you from "actually engaging
in" those you saw as being the "most important?"
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2.

You described yourself on the Leadership Opinion Questionnaire as
having a
leadership style.
Did this style change in any way while engaging in the activities
necessary to adopt your program?

I£ so, what caused thls adjustment in your leadership style.

Please return both sheets in the pre-addressed stamped envelope.
you very much for your cooperation.
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